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Eestiläiset yritykset Babahh Media OÜ ja sen sisaryhtiö Dragees OÜ suunnittelivat eoppimispalvelun Babahh Educationin tuomista Suomen korkeakoulumarkkinoille. Tutkimuksen
tavoitteena oli selvittää yrityksien laajentumismahdollisuus uudelle markkina-alueelle
suomalaisten ylemmän korkeakouluasteen segmentissä. Toisena tavoitteena oli kerätä
palautetta käyttäjiltä, sekä määritellä, kuinka palvelu todellisuudessa vastaisi käyttäjien
tarpeita.
Opinnäytetyön teoreettisessa viitekehyksessä käsitellään e-oppimista suomalaisen ylemmän
korkeakouluasteen e-oppimisen tarpeiden näkökulmasta. Teoreettinen viitekehys käsittelee
muuttunutta toimintaympäristöä sisältöteollisuuden tuotanto- ja jakelumallin avulla, sekä
muuttuneiden oppimisen edellytyksien kautta. Tässä yhteydessä on käsitelty uuden
teknologian tuomia uusia mahdollisuuksia e-oppimisratkaisujen kehityksessä ja niiden tuomia
haasteita, joihin lukeutuvat mm. opetuksen sosiaaliset tekijät ja niiden tuominen
virtuaaliseen ympäristöön.
Tässä tutkimuksessa selvitettiin markkinoiden yleiskuvaa vuosina 2012-2013 ja ylemmän
korkeakouluasteen segmenttiä. Tutkimuksessa huomioitiin markkinoiden koko, kannattavuus,
erilaisten e-oppimisratkaisujen kilpailutilanne, markkinoiden erityispiirteet sekä
markkinatrendit ja menestyksen edellytykset. Tutkimuksessa perehdyttiin eri käyttäjäryhmiin
selvittämällä opettajan kokemuksia ja näkemyksiä palvelusta. Palvelua testattiin
opiskelijoilla. Markkinatutkimus toteutettiin tutkimalla olemassa olevaa kirjallisuutta,
analysoimalla internet sivuja ja haastattelemalla Laurean henkilökuntaa.
Käyttäjätutkimuksessa hyödynnettiin haastatteluiden lisäksi Edward De Bonon kuuden
ajattelevan hatun menetelmää, sekä seuranta- ja kyselytutkimusta.
Markkinatutkimus ja käyttäjäanalyysi nostivat selkeästi esiin tietynlaisten e-oppisratkaisujen
tarpeen, joista yksi on materiaalien hallinta, sillä informaation suuri määrä on luonut tarpeen
hallita tehokkaasti suurta tietomäärää. Kiinnostusta kohdemarkkinoilla ja käyttäjissä herätti
myös yhden ainoan ratkaisun käyttö usean eri e-oppimisratkaisun sijaan. Yhden ratkaisun
mallin tulisi sisältää kaikki opiskeluun tarvittava, kuten mm. materiaalihallinta, virtuaalinen
luokkahuone, opiskelijoiden henkilökohtaiset tiedot, wiki-sovellus, verkostoitumistyökalut,
sekä pikaviesti ominaisuudet ja opettajien omat työtilat. Tutkimuksen mukaan
käytettävyyteen tulisi tässäkin vaihtoehdossa kiinnittää erityistä huomiota.
Tämä tutkimus tarjosi Babahh Media OÜ:lle ja Dragees OÜ:lle paljon kaivattua tietoa
suunnitellusta kohdemarkkina-alueesta ja käyttäjistä Ballad Living Labs for digital servicesprojektin avulla. Living Labs -metodi on tarjonnut verkoston, joka mahdollisti työn
toteuttamisen tilaaja yrityksille, sekä käyttäjäpalautteen että kehitysehdotusten saamisen
kehitteillä olevasta palvelustaan. Babahh Education -palvelua tulee edelleen kehittää myös
palvelukonseptin osalta, jotta yritykset voivat tarjota selkeää ja käyttäjäystävällistä palvelua
markkinoille. Palvelukonseptin kehtittämisen avulla voidaan tuottaa arvoa kaikille palvelun
käyttäjäryhmille.
avainsanat: e-oppiminen, markkinatutkimus, käyttäjäanalyysi, palvelutestau
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Estonian companies Babahh Media Plc, and its sister company Dragees Plc are looking forward
to entering the Finnish market of higher educational institutions with their service Babahh
Education. Their previous knowledge on the market and its segments is very limited. To gain
more knowledge of the market and the users, these two companies got involved with Ballad
Living Labs for digital services project, which aims in creating a cooperation network through
a Living Labs network to support small and medium sized companies. This research has aimed
to provide Babahh Media Plc and Dragees Plc vital knowledge of the intended market of
higher educational institutions, with emphasis in the University of Applied Sciences context.
This research has also aimed to obtain feedback from the users from the Babahh Education
service and to define, how the service meets these needs.
The Internet has created a new production and distribution model for content industry, in
which each party is no longer has only one particular task. Instead users and their
communities act as producers and Internet distributes the products and services to the entire
production and distribution network. The prerequisites for learning have also changed in the
means of what knowledge and skills are required, which is a tremendous change from the
traditional way of thinking what information is required. E-learning has also brought no other
challenges. While new technology has enabled the development of several e-learning tools, a
great challenge has been the social aspect of learning. Issues such as role models, a human
source of information, receiving (and giving) feedback and praise and having a community of
learners around the learner, have been challenging the product and service providers in elearning business.
The market research and user analysis clearly indicates a need for certain type of products
and service from, among which material handling is one. Large amounts of available
information have caused a need for effective ways to handle information, which able editing
and saving of information according to the user's own preferences. Having one sole portal for
all e-learning activities is causing interest at the market, which increases the importance of
usability. That particular system would need to include everything from material handling,
virtual online classes, students’ personal data, wiki, a networking tool and instant messaging.
This research has provided Babahh Media Plc and Dragees Plc well needed information of their
intended market and the users through the Ballad Living Labs for digital services project. The
Living Lab method has provided a network through which the service has been able to gain
user feedback on their service for further development. The Babahh Education service still
needs further development. The service concept should also be developed further in order to
be able to offer clear and user friendly service providing all levels of users as well as the
procurement personnel added value.
Keywords: e-learning, market research, user analysis, service testing
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1 Introduction
Jyrki Pulkkinen, who works at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Finland, Department of
Development Policy as the Chief of Development Evaluation (Kehitysyhteistyön evaluoinnin
päällikkö), (edit. Kumpulainen 2007, 13-18) outlines that ICT (information and
communications technology) has made education accessible and affordable. For example in
OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) countries, ICT will be the
key driver of socio-economic development. Not only in the developed countries, but also in
LDC’s (Least Developed Countries) it has been noted that ICT has an important role in
decreasing poverty. E-learning has brought flexibility and versatility to education and
changed the traditional ways of distribution.
One example of a single e-learning solution is Babahh Education, a service provided by
Babahh Media Plc, an Estonian company providing marketing and sales to a live broadcasting
service and recording of events company Dragees Plc. The companies are looking forward to
expand their current business of live broadcasting of events to e-learning service. Their core
competences include using their streaming knowhow to provide a new service tool for
Universities and Universities of Applied Sciences. This research concentrates on exploration of
Universities and Universities of Applied Sciences in the Finnish market, which Babahh Media
Plc is planning to enter to gain growth. Laurea University of Applied Sciences has been
reviewed in this research as a sample of a higher level institution in Finland.
This research will be answering two main research questions fundamental to Babahh Media’s
need of information to investigate the market potential and to find out the genuine potential
of their service. The research questions define issues related to the new market as well as
receiving feedback from the users to evaluate the possibilities of Babahh Media’s service
concept in the defined segments. The research questions are:
1. What are the e-learning markets and competition in University context in Finland and
how does Babahh Education service position itself into this market?
2. What are the users' needs, experiences and requirements of e-learning services and
why? Does Babahh Education meet these expectations and requirements?
To be able to answer these research questions, the keywords for this research are: e-learning,
market research, user research, service testing and usability.
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2 Key concepts
This research covers three main concepts. First concept includes two companies, which have
ordered this research to learn more on Finnish higher educational institution market of elearning products and services. These companies are Babahh Media Plc and Dragees Plc, sister
companies located in Tallinn Estonian. The second key concept is the Ballad Living Labs for
digital services project through which Babahh Media Plc and Dragees Plc have found a partner
in Finland (Laurea University of Applied Sciences) to look for new business opportunities.
Third concept is Living Labs, a platform created to bring users to the product and service
development.
2.1 Babahh Media Plc, Dragees Plc and Babahh Education service
Babahh Media Plc and Dragees Plc have been established in 2005, whose key partners are
private educational and training companies. (Ballad 4 2012) They also broadcast sport events,
city council meetings etc., making their clientele extensive. Dragees Plc develop streaming
solutions, web platforms and different IT solutions and provide technical support. Babahh
Media both use and sell these services to broadcasters. The personnel of these companies are
divided among their main liabilities; development, production and sales that each have their
own manager under which programmers, designers, cameramen, operators and technical
personnel work. The companies have prior experience in working with educational services
providers using their broadcast services. They have been broadcasting educational
conferences and events from which the feedback, according to Mr Laadago, has been very
positive and has boosted the development of a more coherent service Babahh Education.
(Laadago 2012)
Babahh Education service is an e-learning platform to be used in the broadcasting of lectures
either by using Dragees Plc’s own streaming services (Streambuffet server) or through a third
party software like Adobe Connect (which is used by Laurea University of Applied Sciences).
The service has been created to offer live classes, to watch pre-recorded classes and to
function as an educational portal with plans to have additional features such as linking
outside sources to the broadcast, including a chat feature and in developing a community.
According to the Babahh Education service description, which can be found from appendix 1
as a whole, the goal is to build an educational forum including free, password protected and
ticket fee lectures. According to Mr Laadago, the Babahh Education service includes some
special features that include a platform enabling everyone to broadcast their lectures live or
in recorded form to reach global audience but also to gain some additional revenue. The
service offers a platform to the customers and a configured payment option (if needed).
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The company exists in order to “create something useful to the world”. (Laadago 2012) Mr
Silver Laadago, the head of development, considers their services local and global, which
provides good opportunities in developing their business. The revenue logic of Babahh
Education service is based on two income sources. In practice either the broadcaster or the
viewer pays for the service. Broadcasters pay fees to add their broadcast to the service if the
viewing of the broadcast is free. But if the viewing of the broadcast is charged a fee in a form
of a ticket, the service provider takes first one’s own share after which the broadcaster will
gain the rest as income. (Dragees Plc 2012; Mr Laadago 2012)
2.2 Ballad
Ballad Living Labs for digital services, or Ballad for short, is a project established to “open up
the markets around Central Baltic Sea Region for Digital Services by developing methods and
tools, and a network of Living Labs to support small and medium sized companies”. (Ballad 1
2010) The Ballad project is targets the fields of e-health and e-education. The project aims to
create a network of cooperation through the Living Labs, which allows different types of
companies and interest groups to work together towards the same goal by taking advantage of
individual strengths and to provide SME's an extensive support network around the region. The
Ballad project also aims to integrate the existing network of Living Labs, which are currently
working independently and therefore are lacking international sufficiency. Living Labs act as
a link of SME exporters and importers through users and their feedback. (Ballad 3 2012) The
aims are presented through a transfer process in picture 1.

Picture 1 Transfer process of linking parties through users and their feedback at the Ballad
project (Ballad 2011, 5)
The Ballad project's area of coverage includes Finland, Sweden, Estonia and Latvia, in which
there is high potential for digital services because of advanced infrastructure, increasing
interest of public sector towards digital services, a large number of early adapters as well as
9

a high number of established companies in the field of digital services. (Ballad 1 2010) The
project partners are Acreo Business Services (Sweden), Stockholm Living Labs (Sweden),
Laurea University of Applied Sciences (Finland), Institute of Baltic Studies (Estonia and Latvia)
and Swedish Institute of Computer Science. The Ballad project is funded by the European
Union, European Regional Development Fund and Central Baltic Interreg IV A Programme
2007-2013. (Ballad 3 2012)
2.3 Living Lab
Living Lab is a user-centered design method in which users are integrated into the
development process. Living Lab can be considered as a real life laboratory. (Hintikka &
Rongas 2010, 32; Ballad 1 2010) Oulasvirta (2008) considers Living Lab as a research platform.
Different user cantered design methods are then used in this platform to gain user
experiences and feedback to develop and test the prototypes of products and services. As
written by Mäntylä (2008), Living Lab is phenomenon of several changing and evolving Xfactors. The Ballad project uses the following definition of Living Labs: “A Living Lab is a
user-centric innovation milieu built on every-day practice and research, with an approach
that facilitates user influence in open and distributed innovation processes engaging all
relevant partners in real-life contexts, aiming to create sustainable values” (Ballad 3 2012)
Some examples of Living Labs are EnoLL (The European Networks of Living Labs), Living Labs
Global and Stockholm Living Lab. EnoLL was founded in 2006 during the Finnish European
Presidency and is based in Brussels. The non-profit organisation benchmarks other Living Labs
globally. Today it has recognised 212 Living Labs. Based in Copenhagen, Living Labs Global
encourages practical urban development including issues such as transportation,
sustainability, tourism, healthcare and social services. Stockholm Living Labs on the other
hand, focuses on e-health services and senior citizens living at home as well as provides
support for SME's for effective product development and broadband networks and digital
services commercialisation. (Ballad 3 2012)
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3 E-learning
Hintikka and Rongas (2010, 58-62) explain that e-learning refers to learning, which includes
the use of electrical contents and electrical work environments. E-learning also includes both
traditional in class teaching as well as distance learning. Abled by the fast technological
development e-learning now also includes environments that mimic the traditional teaching
environment by blending the traditional concept entirely to an electrical environment (known
as u-learning, ubiquitous learning). Learning from geographically different locations using
electrical equipment and applications and learning “on the go” adding another dimension of
e-learning today these are core values in enabling personal learning paths (known as mlearning, mobile-learning). Tavangarian et.al (2004, 273-280) states that due to the vast
concept of e-learning it should be specified in more detail so that the definition would bring
out, how the learning process is supported and can benefit by specific electrical equipment
and medias in a unique way, which would not be reachable in any other way. As per this
definition the use of technology should not be the sole purpose to define something as elearning only because it is done with the assistance of the internet or a microphone on the
computer. Tavangarian et.al (2009, 274) definition is: “ We will call e-Learning all forms of
electrical supported learning and teaching, which are procedural in character and aim to
effect the construction of knowledge with reference to individual, practice and knowledge of
the learner. Information and communication systems, whether networked or not, serve as
specific media to implement the learning process.”
When considering the advantages of new business’ market entry and the disadvantages of
existing businesses, new competition may enter the market quickly and can expeditiously
become an important part of the value chain. The users are increasingly part of creating
brands as well as products and services, which has led to a development into a tendency of
having hazy line between content, related technologies and services, which are presented in
the figure 1 and figure 2. (Hintikka & Rongas 2010, 3-14)

user

subcontractor

producer

importer

reseller

buyer

Figure 1 Established production and distribution model (content industry) (Hintikka & Rongas
2010, 9)
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subcontractor

producer

importer

broker

reseller

distribution/
internet

buyer

community

free contents

other users

Figure 2 New production and distribution model of the content industry created by the
internet (Hintikka & Rongas 2010, 9)
In addition to the environment, learning has also changed in the means of needs. This can
especially be noted in work-based learning where performance targets, speed and living in a
constant change have emerged as core features of education. By bringing the social aspects,
for example in the form of social media to the learning environments, several of these needs
can be met. The reasoning behind this change is that the number of routine like tasks has
decreased, while the tasks requiring expertise and high cognitive and social knowhow has
increased. Based on the current trend Hintikka & Rongas (2010, 14-26) estimate that the
know-how and skill requirements of the future will develop as presented below. For an elearning service or product provider this means changes in the ways how and what is offered
to the markets.

WAYS OF THINKING

WORKING METHODS

creativity and innovation
problem solving and decision making
Meta-cognitive skill (managing and
directing own learning)
critical thinking

interaction and communication
co-operation
co-operative ways of working , team work

WORK TOOL SKILLS

LIFE SKILLS

media literacy
use of data and communication
technologies

active citizenship
personal and social responsibility including
intercultural encounter skills
life and career skills

Table 1 Know-how and skill requirements in the future (modified from Hintikka & Rongas
2010, 17)
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This change in the needs of the markets gives challenge to the service and product
developers, which according to Tavangarian et.al (2004, 273-280) should pay more attention
to provide services and products that would concretely benefit learner users and not only
teachers. They describe different material handling systems as an example which do not
benefit the learner users and can even make their material handling harder. The material
handling systems include lots of material in several forms and is downloaded and organised by
the teacher, presenting the teacher's viewpoint on the structure. The users become faced
with a problem while using these systems, when important parts of their learning tools of
sorting, printing of important material and making notes to the electronic contents is not
made possible. Enabling personal paths and bringing features, which in minimum work as good
as traditional learning, the production and distribution of e-learning services and products,
can meet the changed skill and requirement needs. According to Pulkkinen, (edit.
Kumpulainen 2007, 16) “knowing and learning has become key factors in the process of
economic globalisation. Information and knowledge are not only goals of people but also
subject of trade.” He also points out development of so-called mega-universities, university
networks and virtual universities as a sample of modern competitive institutions, which
provide different types of education and training for mass markets. These global, major
institutions and corporations cannot offer local cultural context to learning, which would
bring more social contexts to the services. In this view of maintaining minor cultures and
language, standardisation of e-learning services is considered as a negative way of
development.
3.1 Sociality and it’s implementations to e-learning
Learning is a process including several social aspects. When considering the model of training
effectiveness in picture 2 it is notable that how people learn, includes social aspects in
different combinations of reading, hearing, seeing and doing. (Baboo & Lobo 2009, 21-23)
According to Eskola (2003) these social components include group and project learning,
mentoring, different combinations of blended learning, professional communities and virtual
learning.
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Picture 2 Statistics of training effectiveness (Baboo & Lobo 2009, 21)
Hills (2003, 39-70) present seven aspects and roles, which other individuals take around the
learner, influencing the learning process. By understanding, how important it is for a human
to have a role model, a human source of information, ability to receive feedback and praise is
significant in being able to add these features or imitation of them to the e-learning services
and products. Also having a charismatic tutor, learners' community to belong to and being
able to discuss the issues at hand able humans to learn, and are paid close attention to, in
any good e-learning service. Picture 3 below illustrates these roles.

Picture 3 Social aspects of learning (Hills 2003, 59)
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Transferring these social aspects to the e-learning environment can be done in several ways.
Hills (2003) presents following some solutions related to social e-learning. The role model is
viewed as a way to learn by mimicking others, meaning that an individual demonstrates how
something is done correctly. One way to bring a role model into the e-learning environment is
to have short video clips in the e-learning material / portal on how a certain action is done
correctly. Videos can also be used to provide feedback in e-learning service especially when
in question of sports training. By viewing yourself in the monitor, the user receives instant
feedback on the correct postures. Feedback in e-learning should in general have a neutral
tone and stay factual to avoid the learner's individual capabilities in receiving feedback (e.g.
emotional states). Identifying how the community relates to issues such as catchphrases,
unified clothing, language, secret signs and membership rituals which make the person have a
sense of belonging to a certain group or community. The gregarious nature of humans can be
applied to e-learning services by enabling learners to do together as many activities as
possible e.g. by endorsing working in small groups. A charismatic tutor can be brought to the
e-learning environment through motivating and exciting material which will (at least
partially) compensate the charismatic tutor. Hills also introduces the use of games, graphics,
simulations as means of generating an emotional response which a charismatic tutor would
achieve in a learner (Hills 2003, 45-70)
3.2 E-learning systems and technology
E-learning consists of different learning management systems that are aspects on how the
service can function. (Eskola 2003) The origin of the system often has a large influence on the
functionality of the service, which has been created to meet a specific functional need of an
organization. Curriculum management enables to organize modules, lessons, topics and
subjects whereas catalogues have been created for a user to be able to search with one
specific key word from a large amount of data and to able to browse by subject. The
catalogue is an aid tool. A web launch tool allows the user to enter a classroom/ course
administration tool, which is used to identify the user and allows the service provider to
collect additional fees from user or the organisation the user represents. Learning plans then
provide the user the possibility to plan for ones studies beforehand. A learning plan may
include a catalogue which suggests alternative courses. The user can also monitor and
compare ones plans through the learning plan tool. (Hills 2013, 33-45)
A human resource system is one step more advanced in functionality than a learning plan by
allowing the users to compare their results to other users. The human resource system also
enables the user to view, what competences and which courses one need to attend to be able
to reach another the position requirements. Integrated learning websites has another added
functionality to the system. Integrated websites can be all things mentioned above but on top
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of these they may include, access to email contacts, discussion boards or chat rooms for the
users of that specific class to use. (Hills 2003, 33-45) When planning for an e-learning service,
Eskola (2003) recommends the organisations to start from a flexible solution of which the
platform can be changed, if necessary. In these plans, the organisation should also take
advantage of the current systems such as databases, intranet and recorded seminars.
Technologically the system should also allow the usage of data in different groups and to
incorporation with other areas of business such as marketing, procurement and sales. Still
the system needs to remain interactive and dynamic. The regime should also be pedagogically
of high quality and support different learners as well as tutors, teachers and system
administration (material production, learning paths, follow-up, and user management).
3.3 Usability
According to Katz-Haas (1998) usability in web design can be easily understood through easeof-use. Usability can be viewed via basic guidelines from which first one is visibility. Visibility
refers to having important elements highly visible from other parts for users to recognise
which elements are significant for the usage of the product/service. The second guideline,
memory load, refers to the idea of making screen elements consistent and easily recognised
to reduce the memory load of the user. The users do not have to memorise e.g. the path one
has used on a website, instead the user is told the path one is in. According to Slone and van
Rijn (2000, 182-184) the memory load can also be reduced by having the same effects of
certain actions all over the system. ”Clicking with the mouse should have the same effect
whether one is editing a file name in a dialogue box or editing the text in a document.”
(Slone & van Rijn 2000, 183) The system also needs to show the user that one has acted in
some way. The regime should make user aware that one has changed screen by showing visual
changes, or by showing a pop-up screen to provide the user feedback on the actions made.
Another basic guideline is accessibility, which means that the information should be obtained
fast and easy. Orientation and navigation also have a vital importance in the means of having
no dead ends and providing the user enough knowledge to enable the user to search the
system.
Next guideline of usability drives from humans’ natural tendency to make errors. A good
design makes the user aware of occurred mistakes and guides the user out of an error
situation by communicating how the user may recover from the mistake. According to KatzHaas (1998) users often comprise satisfaction as pleasant to use. Users are influenced by their
motivation to learn to use the service, which has an effect on their overall satisfaction.
Satisfaction can also be considered as an experience, a subjective approach to any product or
service. It should fulfil the basic psychological needs of human beings to create meaning and
emotion, a relation to the product or service. (Hassenzahl 2010, 29-76) These fundamental
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needs creating the experience (positive or negative) are ”competence, stimulation,
autonomy, popularity, meaning, security and physical striving”. (Hassenzahl 2010, 57)
Also readability, which in this context is addressed in the means of different fonts, contrast
of text and background and lengths of the sentences influences the user's overall satisfaction
of the product/service or websites (Katz-Haas 1998). According to Hills (2003, 56-58) with
these minor sounding issues in visual impact the e-learning service can create stimuluses’ on
how we think and feel about the service which reflect on how satisfied the user is to service
as well as on how the service is experienced. Language also effects the satisfaction of the
users but also influences the overall usability. Avoiding jargon and using everyday language
instead of technical or very specific professional terminology and using simple structure in
sentences will increase the usability of the website. Katz-Haas (1998) also points out the
importance of virtual design of the websites. Using small sized graphics for faster download of
the site, having aid navigation, using graphics for information not decorative purposes are
just some of the visual design elements which provide the path for the user to follow.
3.4 User research and service testing
According to Kvist (2000), a meaningful e-learning environment tool from a pedagogical
viewpoint a tool is supportive, guiding and expandable, while also being a communication
tool, to enable both students and teachers to communicate with each other. If the
environment itself is correctly used, it can create a network of expertise knowledge that can
be shared among others. This idea of a well working e-learning environment has been
considered an evaluation criteria in the user test conducted for Laurea University of applied
sciences students in 2012. The user test was designed to test


usability



available functions



information sharing: broadcasting quality (video and sound quality), material sharing,
possibility to communication after session



presentation of questions during class



possibilities to create a network for specialist knowledge

Usability test can be conducted in specific usability laboratories. Alternatively they can be
conducted by using different techniques, which are less costly but equally provide much
needed data on how the product or service is used. By testing the products/service with
users, the developers can enhance the usability of the product or service. Usability tests also
allow the researchers to observe and record the actions of the users to gain first-hand
knowledge of how the service is used in practice. This allows the product/service designers to
make the necessary modifications and alterations to meet the user standards and
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requirements. The focus is on user needs. (Abras, Maloney-Krichmar & Preece 2004, 6-9)
According to Scheiderman (1998, 130-145) and Katz-Haas (1998) the data, which needs to be
obtained from the usability tests are time required to learn exact functions of the product,
how fast each task is performed (workflow), why the assigned tasks are done by the users the
way they currently do them, what kind of errors and how frequently errors are made and how
satisfied the user is.
Testing usability should be a repeated process, where the service can be repeatedly improved
based on the results gained from the user tests. This iterative process of designing and testing
can be smaller and simpler in both scale and expenditure to find out issues such as if an
update of a product or service meets the user needs. (Katz-Haas 1998)
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4 Research methods and execution
The research has been conducted in 2012-2013 by researching the markets and different
users. Semi-structured interviews, internet analysis and literature review have been
conducted to compile an extensive market research, while below mentioned methods have
been used in analysing the users.


Observation



Semi-structured interview, influenced by the method six thinking hats (method of e.
De Bono)



Questionnaire

4.1 Market research
This research consists of two researched areas, which are market research and user analysis.
The market research takes insight in the markets of e-learning and outlines main competition
this service will face in their intended segments. The role of the market research is to
determine the current markets from the following aspects.


what are the current e-learning markets in the University of Applied Science segment
in Finland



what is the market’s cost structure



what kind of competition would the service Babahh Education face in the intended
market



what are the current decision making processes and purchasing models in Laurea
Universities of Applied Sciences



what market trends and key success factors can be seen in the near future



what cultural aspects effect to the e-learning markets in Finland

The market research was conducted in 2012-2013 by analysing competitors’ websites,
interviewing Laurea University of Applied Science’s staff and Mr Silver Laadago, the Head of
Development of the Babahh Education Service provider Babahh Media Plc and by viewing
literature regarding e-learning in educational institutions. The analysing of the competitors’
websites brought insight to what is the current offering at the market in which Babahh
Education service is competing, while the interviews of Laurea University of Applied Sciences
looked more into the procurement processes, needs and requirements higher educational
institutions in Finland have. The interviewed persons at the Laurea University of Applied
Sciences have been either liable for the purchase decisions or have special interest in
developing e-learning as a whole in Laurea University of Applied Sciences. These semistructured interviews have brought more in-depth view on the decision making process and
helped defining, how the intended target market can be entered. The interviewed people
from Laurea University of Applied Sciences were:
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Development Manager (E-learning) in Laurea University of Applied Sciences



Director of Laurea University of Applied Sciences Kerava Campus



Senior Lecturer at Laurea University of Applied Sciences.

The questions used in the interviews can be found in appendixes 1-3.
Interview with Mr Laadago of the company’s future aspects and plans, have provided the base
of the analysis and on their views on what their service is today and to what direction they
are wishing to proceed. The interview focuses on the company’s current business and markets
and future prospects of Babahh Media as well as regarding their competences at current
markets and at the target market. The questions of this interview can be found in the
appendix 5.
Literature has been viewed in the market analysis to provide broader view on the overall
situation of e-learning in Finland as well as to provide more specific information regarding the
market segment of higher education institutions in Finland. Literature also looks at the
cultural aspects, which effect e-learning markets in Finland and provides vital information on
the cost structure.
4.2 User analysis
This research defines the user needs, experiences and requirements of the e-learning
solutions through user research and service testing. The goal of the user test and service
testing is to determine, which issues are valued and which issues cause concerns among the
users. According to Hintikka and Rongas (2010, 24-26) in procurement of e-learning tools,
three distinctive groups can be defined. These groups are management, which include
decision makers, directors and administration personal. Second group is the personnel liable
for IT and technical support and the last one are the users of contents/services/products,
which can be internal users e.g. teachers, mentors, students or external such as other
organisations, visiting lecturers or other staff. These groups have their distinctive
requirements for the services, which need to be assessed when acquiring new e-learning
products or services. Based on these distinctive groups in e-learning procurement, each one
of them has been noted by interview the management and IT personnel and by conducting the
user tests with a teacher user as well as among the students.
The focus of the service testing is to gather information, feedback and development
suggestions regarding the concept and the current beta version, which can be accessed from
the following website http://education.babahh.com. User test have been conducted in tree
distinctive ways.
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Observing the use of current virtual lecture tool Adobe Connect during an actual class
19.9.2012 at 17-18. Method: observation.



Taking into use test (user test) and interview with the teacher. Method: observation
and semi-structured interview using the method of six thinking hats by E. De Bono as
a guide, test and interview was held 8.10.2012 at 11:30-12:30.



User test among student users. 10-14.10.2012. Method: questionnaire.

The sample size of user test conducted among student users was deliberately kept low due to
the early stage of the service and the concept testing. The key in this research has been to
determine some requirements and needs the users possess and if Babahh Media is currently
meeting these prerequisites. The service’s beta version is a vision of the management, which
they have not researched in any way. The company holds very little international market
knowledge and has not had prior user testing experience, which all support the
implementation of a small scale user test among the student users. The emphasis has been to
gain knowledge from a vast range of user, representing all groups of the e-learning
procurement process: management, IT personnel, teacher user and student users.
4.3 Used research methods
4.3.1 Semi-structured interviews and six hats methods
Semi-structured interview technique is used in qualitative research. Unlike a structured
interview, it is a flexible method, which provides the interviewer room to specify questions
and react to the progress of the interview by allowing the topics and discussion to wander or
to change the structure of the pre-determined plan if necessary. The interviewer uses a guide
which can be a list of topics of precise questions to ask from the respondents. It is also
characteristic of the semi-structured interviews to have open-ended questions. The
interviewer takes notes during the interview or can alternatively record the interview with
tape recorder or a video. (Cohen & Crabtree 2006; Lewis-Beck & Bryman & Liao, T.F. 2004;
Zhang & Wildemuth 2013, 1)
The fundamental principles of the six thinking hats have been applied to a teacher user
interview in this research to include all aspects of the mind to the experience of the service.
The method can be applied to a single user as well as to group work. The six thinking hats
method is used in order for a person to make concrete differences between different mindsets such as emotion and logic. Each one of these mind-sets or segmentations of thinking, are
described with a distinctive colour presented in picture 4. According to De Bono (1985, 23104), white hat represents information, or neutrality, a blank paper. The red hat presents
motions and intuitiveness such as in the means of seeing red, while the black represents
negativity and sadness and reasons, why something cannot happen or be done. The yellow hat
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is a demonstration of positive and joy by seeking benefits and harmony. The green hat
emphasis creativity by associating the colour itself to anything that is fertile or grassy. Blue,
the calming colour of sky, represents the control of thoughts, in other words the process
itself. When applying the six hats, it should be noted that the process should always begin
and end to the blue hat to establish how to think and to evaluate the results as was also done
in this research. (DeBono 1985, 23-104)

Picture 4 The six thinking hats (Sloan 2011)
4.3.2 Observation research
Observation as a data collection research method functions well for example in product
development, gaining information to intensify marketing activities or to enhance the quality
of a product or a service. (Holly, Anubhav & Patrick 2014, 1-22) In broader view observation
can be considered a way to find out, what is truly happening in the surrounding world and can
provide data on issues that would otherwise be impossible to find(University of Strathclyde
2014; Price & Oswald 2006). In participant observation, a qualitative research method, the
researcher interacts with the surroundings and gains more in-depth data on the behaviour.
(University of Strathclyde 2014) According to Price and Oswald (2006) the level of
involvement depends greatly on what is studied. Typically certain behaviours are looked for
and also counted on. For observation to be considered as a research method, the research
situations must be recordered in some way for example by making notes, filming, or by
conducting an in-depth interview or a survey after the observation period. (Holly, Anubhav &
Patrick 2014, 6-22)
4.3.3 Questionnaire
According to Herman and Mellenberg (2008, 183-209), a survey or a questionnaire measures
areas such as different variables, behaviours, preferences or facts. The process begins by
defining the blueprint, which describes the objectives, topics and the required population of
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the research after, which a questionnaire is formulated based on ten rules. The first rule
includes issues such as correct spelling, grammar and the style used. Secondly the
questionnaire must have specific questions to which the respondent can easily answer. Also a
short introduction before the questionnaire can provide clues as well as to refresh the
respondents memory on the issue that is currently been researched. The forth rule is to avoid
jargon and technical vocabulary to avoid any confusion between the researcher and
respondent. Evading questions that have more than one answer, is as well advisable as a
preliminary guideline. The sixth rule defines that questions should be asked in a positive
manner avoiding word no in the question. The next two rules suggest avoiding anything that
can have multiple meanings and stereotypes or any emotional expressions in the used
language. The questionnaire also consists of the response format, which is often combined to
the questionnaire. The questionnaire may include open-ended questions in which the
respondent may formulate one’s own answer or closed questions in which the choices are
given. Depending on the question type, it should be noted that if the answer categories are
given, they should be clear and appear in logical order. These issues complete the rules nine
and ten. When conducting a questionnaire, it is for the researcher’s interest to pre-test the
questionnaire in order to have clear and understandable presentation of issues addressed in
the research. After the research has been conducted, the final stage is to analyse the data.
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5 Market research
In the educational sector, Mr Laadago sees the companies’ key assets to be the knowhow of
technical solutions as well as their strong development team. As an additional competence he
points out marketing. Babahh Media Plc and Dragees Plc are currently operating only in
Estonia but are looking to expand into the international market meanwhile maintaining their
current clientele, educational institutions. Currently they sell their services to private
educational companies as well as to some private and public Universities. In the future the
companies are looking to attract more Universities to their clientele as well as some
international clients. So far the companies have not done much trade with international
clients. Due to the economic challenges in EU and in overall in the developed countries, Mr
Laadago sees the current situation as a chance rather than a disadvantage for their service
Babahh Education, which can offer additional revenues and bring savings to institutions as
well as to the learners. Mr Laadago sees future where all lectures will be available online,
which requires an easy to use platform for support and distribution. Babahh Media Plc and
Dragees Plc and their services aim to be “a serious player and a trustworthy partner in that
market, offering the best quality” (Laadago 2012) Questions used in the interview can be
found from the appendix 5.
5.1 E-learning in Finland
E-learning has developed in Finland systematically since the technology and IT breakthrough.
The National Board of Education has been financing the development of technological
infrastructure since 1996. (Haaparanta, Tissari & CICERO Learning -verkoston asiantuntijat
2008, 17). In 2000 Hallikainen and Ylätalo (2000) said that students were not constantly using
electronic databases and virtual material in their studies. They recommended that students
should be familiar with electronic sources throughout their studies and not only when writing
ones thesis. They also pointed out that the collaboration between teachers and the library
staff would be crucial to provide students a coherent picture and would also emphasise the
importance of these skills. Kaunisto and Late (2009) makes a remark in their study that the
different databases have become increasingly used by the students. They have researched the
use of the electronic databases, revealing that student's key obstacle to use online resources
was the lack of personal skills in using them. Students felt that there was a need for clear
instructions and training to which Kaunisto and Late (2009) suggests that students should be
provided with more experience in use of online resources prior to their last year of studies.
When considering the overall picture of learning after the technology and IT breakthrough, it
can be noted that the entire concept of learning has changed in Finland from a behaviouristic
view, in which the learning is considered to be as a chain of stimulus and reaction to a
constructive view where learning is considered as personal knowledge building which is based
on the learners previous knowledge (personal, active and social process). (Kvist 2000) In
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developing the e-learning sector as per government guidelines set by the Council of State,
one of the underlying problems has been the teachers’ capabilities and personal competences
to use technology in teaching (e.g. the Ubiquitous Information Society Advisory Board 2010;
Haaparanta, Tissari & CICERO Learning -verkoston asiantuntijat 2008, 5-18) as well as the
large differences between schools in their technical capabilities. (Haaparanta, Tissari &
CICERO Learning -verkoston asiantuntijat 2008, 11; Kiviahde 2005, 80-86)
In international comparisons, Finland has placed well when studying the use of technologies
at schools, which is partially a result of several different e-learning projects. The government
has also made great financial efforts to urge the development. In 2007 the National Board of
Education provided 4,9 MEUR funding for development of different e-learning environments.
(Haaparanta, Tissari and CICERO Learning -verkoston asiantuntijat 2008, 15-17) One
outstanding example of the positive development can be found from a school in Kauniainen,
where in 2007 the school implemented a Linux based server. This solution ended up
elongating the life cycle of hardware with several years, provided better usability and
decreased the wastage of the old hardware with eight tons (when estimating the overall
wastage during 15 years). (Hautala & Leviäkangas 2011)
According to Hintikka and Rongas (2010, 21-27) the e-learning sector in Finland can be
classified to segments presented in the diagram below. Turnover of the companies in these
segments are 248 M€. In assistance with Hämeen Digitaaliset sisällöt klusteriohjelma and
eOppimiskeskus ry, the e-learning markets have been divided into 12 segments from which
the largest segment is content production, learning billets and material. When considering
the extensive service description of Babahh Education service, the most intriguing segments
are service and development of e-learning platforms (21%) and net casting (4%), which can be
seen in figure 3. Based on the estimation of the total turnover, the market potential is 62
million euros. Based on the overall trend to constantly develop e-learning services and making
them more social and this way to meet education and organisation needs in more detail, the
market in Finland can be estimated to increase.
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Content production, learning billets and
material
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Services and development of -learning
platform

4%

Education on the use of e-learning

22 %

4%

Development of social media and it's
methods

5%

Development of games to learning
purposes
3D worlds - lerning services and products

6%

Interpretation and localisation services

21 %

12 %

Netcasting (streaming audio- and video
contents)
AV -production
Open source technology

18 %

Content production to mobile devices
Music production to learning materials

Figure 3 Proportions of e-learning segments in Finland, modified from (Hintikka & Rongas
2010, 21)
5.2 E-learning in Universities and Universities of Applied Sciences
There are 16 Universities and 25 Universities of Applied Sciences, which are located in all
parts of Finland. One of the e-learning driving forces is a challenge to maintain a tense
network of higher educational institutions, which have long distances between the
municipalities and are located in the rural areas, but also to able to provide better service in
general. The fundamental need generates from the increasing competition among University
of Applied Sciences, which is directly caused by the decreasing amount of Finnish students. In
order to remain competitive, the schools are facing an increasing need to broaden their
course offering. (Kvist 2000) One of the major challenges is the number of locations as well as
the long distances between campuses. As a case example Laurea University of Applied
Sciences has 7 campuses which are all located in different cities. All together 6 000 students
are taught in these locations. In order to be able to offer a wider range of courses, the
schools should consider taking a better use of online and virtual education options also
because these methods have become a significant part of teaching in the Universities of
Applied Sciences. (Laurea 2012; Kaunisto & Late 2009) According to Kaunisto and Late (2009),
also different databases have become increasingly used by the students. Kaunisto and Late
have researched the use of the electronic databases, which reveals that students who use
more electronically provided data (e.g. databases, dictionaries) or equally amounts of
electronic sources and printed material, were students studying technology (over 70%). The
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field of studies in which the electronic sources were least used were in the field of humanistic
sciences (50%). The average of all fields of sciences was slightly over 60%, though Kaunisto
and Late paid close attention to the differences of schools in the information availability and
usage. A key obstacle to use online resources was the lack of personal skills in using different
sources. (Kaunisto & Late 2009)
Director of the Laurea University of Applied Sciences Kerava Campus (2012) describes other
key issues; he considers being essential in developing the e-learning services from Laurea
University of Applied Science’s viewpoint. In his opinion, information has become more
complicated and the students need to master several issues at the same time and to find the
key issues from the large amount of information. It is also more convenient for the teachers
to update their knowledge through the web rather than from hard copies of books, where the
information gets outdated in a relatively fast time period. This development has caused less
old and outdated data to be available. Situations where there is a ten-year-old basic of
marketing book, which must be followed to the letter have become history. Instead the
students receive actual and current information without the need to purchase expensive
printed material. According to the Director of the Kerava Campus, e-learning also provides an
increased amount of alternatives in material sharing and communication students can contact
and discuss with other students and teachers easily. From any schools viewpoint coherent and
well-functioning e-learning systems also mean that there will be a decreasing need for
requirements of physical frameworks from the school such as Auditoriums.
Universities of Applied Sciences are investing in their future through increasing efforts
allocated towards e-learning, from which one example is a virtual University. The Universities
of Applied Sciences in Helsinki metropolitan area have increased co-operation from which has
resulted in the FUAS Alliance (Federation of Universities of Applied Sciences), a strategic
alliance between Laurea University of Applied Sciences, Häme University of Applied Sciences
and Lahti University of Applied Science. The alliance is planned to have a virtual campus in
the future (under development) after which the alliance can offer students classes throughout
the year by using e-learning tools. At the moment the FUAS alliance enables taking courses
from partner University of Applied Sciences e.g. through a virtual learning environment,
where the classes are held (Adobe Connect) by using different systems or simple email to
hand in class assignments. It is important to note that the courses are not yet available under
the virtual University, but as a separate entities. One of the reasons is that the schools are
still using their own systems such as Moodle, Optima, and Adobe Connect or combinations of
them in holding the sessions. This has slightly slowed down the integration. (Suomen
Vituaaliyliopisto 2012; FUAS 2012) The increased amount of efforts towards e-learning
activities can also be seen clearly from the Laurea University of Applied Science
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Internationalization Strategy for the years 2012-2015, which defines four strategic action lines
to make Laurea University of Applied science an international school offering a higher level of
education. These actions are presented below.


networking for success: improving current alliances with FUAS (Federation of Universities
of Applied Sciences) and IAB (International Advisory Board), viewing possibilities of other
alliances.



local is global: more international staff, bringing global processes to Laurea, increase the
amount of international graduates, improving international competence of the graduates,
education will be more integrated to RID-projects. (Research – Innovation - Development)



world class: increasing international RID-finance, RID network among higher education
institutions around the world as well as multinational companies and other organizations
e.g. Public sector and research centres.



virtual is real: develop e-learning and e-working service, increase virtual studies in all
degree programs through pilot projects in Kerava (Business and computing studies) and
Porvoo (Social and healthcare studies) Campuses. Goal of the Kerava campus is to have
min. 50% of completed credits done virtually in 2015.

(Laurea Internationalization Strategy 2012)
According to Development Manager of the Laurea University of Applied Sciences (2012), there
are no major gaps in the current services, but there is no material and video bank. At the
moment there are some services available but they are still expensive. High expenses would
most likely lead to considering procurement with the FUAS alliance. Developing of current
services is also considered as one possible alternative. During the development and further
iteration of FUAS virtual campus, the need of Optima will be assessed further. One of the
problems with the service is that the information is not available after closing of the course,
which means that the student is unable to collect an information portfolio for oneself from
which they could search ideas and information when writing their thesis. Also parts of the elearning solutions are now available for SharePoint to ease the material sharing with all
students and not only the ones attending the class. (Development Manager at Laurea 2012)
The Director of Kerava Campus predicts that e-learning will become more mobile (tablets and
cell phones in teaching). (Director of Laurea University of Applied Science Kerava Campus
2012) Senior lecturer at the Laurea (2012) sees development in free services; he sees the use
in teaching increasing. A service such as Slide Share has already been used in teaching.
Market profitability and industry cost structure is based on the figures from the Ubiquitous
Information Society Advisory Board (2010) which has presented key numbers as per
expenditures of different e-learning products and services. These numbers are presented in
table 2 as in million euros. In the table the estimated costs of continuous training indicates
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government funded training of personnel in ICT. Estimated costs of e-learning materials
include public funded material production and the development of them.

COST ESTIMATE (MEur)

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Equipment

10,0

29,0

29,0

57,0

57,0

Broadband

3,0

2,0

2,0

2,0

2,0

Services

7,0

10,0

25,0

35,0

35,0

Continuing training

8,0

10,0

8,0

6,0

5,0

Initial teacher training

2,0

2,0

1,0

0,5

0,5

Research and development

7,0

7,0

8,0

8,0

8,0

Assessment and monitoring

1,2

0,2

0,2

0,2

0,2

E-learning materials

1,0

2,0

2,0

2,0

2,0

Total expenditure

39,2

62,2

75,2

110,7

109,7

Table 2 Cost estimates of different e-learning services and products (modified from
Ubiquitous Information Society Advisory Board 2010, 43)
Within the years 2011-2015, the estimated growth in e-learning costs has almost tripled as
seen from figure 4. This increase can be speculated to generate from the growing need of elearning products and services but also from the constant development and changing
requirements that are put to these products and services by different user groups and their
expectations. While management level may seek a general drop in overhead costs and look
for increases in image related issues, the technical staff looks for up-to-date systems, while
teacher and student users are looking for usability from the goods and services. (Hintikka &
Rongas 2010, 24-26)
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Figure 4 Development of the overall e-learning costs in million euros. (data obtained
Ubiquitous Information Society Advisory Board 2010)
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From figure 5 it can be seen that the highest increases in the shares of total expenditures
between years 2011 and 2015 are seen in equipment expenditure and in the share of service
costs. On the other hand, the share of expenditures in research and development as well as in
the initial and in continuing training has decreased.

E-learning materials
Assesment and monitoring
Research and development
Initial teacher training

2011

Continuing training

2015

Services

Broadband
Equipment
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Figure 5 Comparison of the share in percentages among different expenditures in years 2011
and 2015 (data obtained Ubiquitous Information Society Advisory Board 2010)
When looking at the estimated costs in 2015 (figure 6), the remarkable share of 52% is
generated from equipment costs. Acquired services take a large portion of the estimated
cost, being nearly 32% of the expenditures, which shows development of procurements.

7,3 %

0,2 %

1,8 %

Equipment

0,5 %
Broadband

4,6 %

Services
Continuing training
52,0 %
31,8 %

Initial teacher
training
Research and
development
Assesment and
monitoring
E-learning materials

1,8 %
Figure 6 Deviation of e-learning cost estimates as percentages in 2015 (data obtained
Ubiquitous Information Society Advisory Board 2010)
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When looking at Finland’s University of Applied Sciences sector in more detail, it is shown
that the schools are currently relying in some major systems to be used mainly for material
handling and returning of the assignments. In Finland there are two distinctive market leaders
Moodle, an international material handling service and Optima, a Finnish made material
handling software. These services are licensed, and sold to the schools either separately or in
joined procurement process with other Finnish education institutions (to lower the total costs
generated from the purchase). The costs generated from Optima is around 2000, 00 EUR /
year total. (Development Manager at Laurea 2012)
5.3 Competition
Based on the service description, the Babahh Education service is competing in a vast market
with a large scale of different types of companies. This competition consists of a large variety
of different types of products and services used in Universities of Applied sciences. These
services include communication and virtual class services, broadcasting and streaming
services, material handling and course / lecture portals. These services have been divided
based on their functionality to different segments that are presented below in the picture 5.

Picture 5 Markets in which Babahh Education is competing either by service description or by
their intended clientele.
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Laurea University of Applied Sciencea has many e-learning tools, which are Optima, Laurea
wiki, Second Life virtual world, Laurea Live, Adobe Connect, video and conference equipment
at each campuses’ and Skype. The list of different services in Laurea University of Applied
Sciences shows the increasing usage of the free services such as Skype, but also the
importance of well-working material handling (Optima) and importance of virtual class tools
such as Adobe Connect. Laurea University of Applied Science’s e-learning tools are described
below in more detail.


Optima Platform: material handling for individual courses, most commonly the course
information is not available after the course has ended. This is greatly dependent on the
teacher, which causes use of different practices. Another restriction is that the student
may only find material from the courses one has taken and not browse other
specialization courses from other degrees.



Laurea wiki: joined working (e.g. writing same files), defining concepts and terminology
(comparable to Wikipedia).



Second Life virtual world: social media platform for the students which is used for
networking.



Laurea Live: includes current affairs information, signing in for the semester and courses,
and functions a link to different systems such as Optima and Laurea Wiki. This portal is
still under development.



Adobe Connection: used to hold virtual classes, meetings and interviews.



Video conference equipment: each Campus has their own systems for meetings
(meetings).



Skype: instant messaging.
(Laurea Live 2012)

Laurea University of Applied Sciences has quite an extensive selection of e-learning tools
already in use, which covers different types of services of the market in which Babahh
Education service is looking forward to compete. When comparing the Babahh Education
service to the entire market of Universities of Applied Sciences, it is clearly shown that the
service with its current description is competing against all market segments with the service
without additional value to clients or users. Therefore defining a more specialized service
concept to enable the service to stand out from the competition would be recommendable
also in the means of determining a specific segment to which the service is targeted for.
5.3.1 Broadcasting and communication services
Broadcasting services include several different services from which some are provided free of
charge and few are charged a monthly fee that varies largely depending on the service
provider. Some samples from the costs of the services can be found in appendix 3.
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The market of different communication tools is also vast ranging from the services offered to
large enterprises to handle negotiations between offices in different locations and tools used
for virtual classrooms in different education levels as well as chat type of communication
tools. One of these virtual classroom and communication tools is Adobe Connect, used by
Laurea University of Applied Sciences, which also uses it to conduct meetings and interviews
by students and staff. One of the advantages of Adobe Connect is that the student may enter
the teacher’s virtual class room without having a personal broadcasting account, making it
easier for the students (e.g. no need to remember accounts sign in name and passwords or
different pin codes) but also more convenient for the IT personnel managing the user
accounts. Adobe Connect is currently the main communication tool used in Laurea University
of Applied Sciences. Laurea had 114 hosts in 2012. (Development Manager at Laurea 2012)
The Adobe Connect software was observed on 19.9.2012 during a class, which has provided
important information on the actual functions and features of the service. Students entered
the teacher's virtual classroom at the given time, as they would enter a physical classroom.
During the class the software abled video connection, writing on the whiteboard (visual to all
attending the class). During the class students and teacher could also share their own files
with others. The class was from the observer’s viewpoint social and mimicked the classes held
in class located at school premises. During the observation test on 19.9.2012, the teacher was
also using the other features, which included voting and chat tools as well as the break out
session. For the break out session the teacher divided the students into small groups, where
they were able to conduct group assignments. During the observation, the chat feature and
the whiteboard became important, when one of the students could not get the microphone to
function. The teacher was also able to visit the different small groups during the break out
session, like one would visit in any normal group work situation at class.
5.3.2 Course and lecture sites
Currently there are already a number of different course / lecture portals that offer a
different variety of courses and / or lectures free of charge or for a monthly fee. Coursera,
Udacity and Khan Academy provide either entire courses or individual pre-recorded lectures
for free. All these service providers offer a wide range of courses from almost any thinkable
field of studies. The courses are professionally made, and are mainly produced by different
higher education institutions such as the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology,
Berklee Collage of Music, University of London International Programmes and University of
Washington. (Khan Academy 2012; Coursera 2012; Udacity 2012)
Khan Academy represents the non-profit organisation in the category of course and lecture
sites. It has been made interactive and social through adaptive assessment environment (to-
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do tasks and provides hints to complete specific tasks if needed), knowledge map (including
summaries of everything one has learned from different videos, tasks etc.), class statistics of
the entire class performance and a possibility to earn virtual badges for the learner to receive
praise. This site positively stands out through the social nature of it. It provides knowledge to
the learner of ones progress through the maps that show, what stages you have already
learned and what there is still to learn before a certain level of knowledge has been received.
The site also provides an extensive amount of feedback and praise through the above
mentioned social aspects to learning. Still, the site is free for all its users: teachers, students
and several different groups of people, who are simply interested in some particular issues.
Picture 6 shows a screenshot of the statistics site as well as the clear and simple presentation
of how feedback and praise can be provided to the learners. (Khan Academy 2012)

Picture 6 Statistics at the Khan Academy learning site (Khan Academy 2012)
Code academy and Team Treehouse have a different approach to the service. They offer a
very narrow selection of courses. Code Academy is specialized in offering courses in which the
customer is able to increase ones knowledge sole on coding. Team Treehouse has focused in
offering courses related to web design, web development, as well iOS development and
Android application development. The major difference between these two services is that
only Team Treehouse is offered merely against a monthly payment of 25, 00 USD or 49, 00
USD /month depending on the preferred service level. Code Academy on the other hand is
offered free of charge. One aspect that has been done in a different matter in Code Academy
is the signing in to the portal. One may sing in with Facebook, Google or Twitter account or
by one’s own email. Picture 7 shows the different alternatives to sign in for the service which
has also been colour coded as per each brands own colours making the alternatives clearer to
the user. (Team Treehouse 2012; Code Academy 2012)
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Picture 7 Signing in alternatives at Codeacademy (Codeacademy 2012)
Another mentionable site is Eliademy, which is a course portal providing free and ticket fee
classes. Eliademy service has been created by CBTec Oy, a Finnish company established by
former Nokia engineers in 2012. The service also combines calendar, interactive classrooms,
which support teaching from a pedagogical viewpoint and includes special features such as
linked in connection and taking notes using world-wide know and popular Evernote
application on mobile devices. The service is based on open source and it is provided for free.
(Eliademy 2014; Future Learning Finland 2014) Eliademy is part of Future Learning Finland,
which is “a national export programme that offers Finnish educational know-how and learning
solutions globally” (Future Learning Finland 2014). The programme is powered by Ministry of
Education and Culture, Ministry of Employment and the Economy, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
in Finland and Finnpro ry. It has 70 members from all fields of educational sector: private
companies, vocational institutions, universities and universities of applied sciences. (Future
Learning Finland 2014)
5.3.3 Material handling
Moodle is currently holding the largest share of the material handling services with 12 partner
schools among Universities of Applied Sciences, which is 48% of the market. The second
largest one is Optima, with five University of Applied Science partner institutions, which is
28% of the market share among University of Applied Sciences. Other eight schools were using
some other material handling tool or had not provided any information regarding their use of
e-learning tools. This remaining share of the market is 32% (Development Manager at Laurea
2012) Appendix 4 shows, which portals the schools are currently using in more detail.
The advantage is clear, when looking at the previous researches. Optima portal has been
researched for example using service for teaching a chemistry laboratory course as “a tool for
the interaction of conceptual understanding and procedural understanding”. (Kiviahde 2005,
80) In the research conducted by Maija Kiviahde, Optima service was tested in quantity of
functions, how the learners experienced the supporting quality and tutoring interaction
effects. (Kiviahde 2005, 80-83) According to this study, students had very different needs in
using the e-learning environment due to the personal habits and working methods. This study
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also showed that the 78.6% of the students considered that the use of Optima had increased
their understanding and enhanced their performances during the actual laboratory class.
96.4% had noticed some positive effect in their learning process. Students had an opportunity
to self-regulate their learning conditions, which increased motivation towards the studies,
which then influenced positively on the actual learning process. The students increased their
knowledge input. (Kiviahde 2005, 80-86)
MPS Prewise is a Finnish market leader in Finland in online training. They have been working
closely with the Universities of Applied Sciences in the years 2007-2011, to offer them better
e-learning tools. For educational institutions MPS Prewise offers three points ready-made
courses and Prewise Movel MLS. The Three point’s ready-made courses can be purchased
directly from the company websites and includes a range of courses: sales, supervising,
personal skills, ethics and legal issues as well as understanding business. The Prewise Movel
MLS is a tool for communication, material sharing and storing and following the students’
progress. (MPS Prewise 2012; MPS Prewise 2014) The Universities of Applied Sciences that
they have worked with are:


Diakonia University of Applied Science



Häme University of Applied Sciences



Jyväskylä University of Applied Sciences



Kemi-Tornio University of Applied Sciences



Kymenlaakso University of Applied Sciences



Lahti University of Applied Sciences



Metropolia University of Applied Sciences



Mikkeli University of Applied Sciences



Pohjois-Karjala University of Applied Sciences



Savonia University of Applied Sciences
(Prewise 2012)

In Laurea University of Applied Sciences Optima is used in the majority of the courses by the
teachers to distribute material and assignments to the students. The service also extensively
used as a place to hand in assignments. The service shows different available work spaces (1,
työtilat) as a list on the left hand side of the screen, where students may select the course,
which one wants to view (material and tasks), return the assignments or to view assignments
produced by classmates (if made public to the entire class). The picture 8 shows the structure
where the courses have been classified under folders KAIKILLE YHTEISET OPINNOT (2),
mandatory studies and VALINNAISET OPINNOT (3), optional studies. Under these files each file
presents a specific course. The structure cannot be altered and always represents the
teacher’s view on logical presentation of the material.
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Picture 8 Optima platform structure
5.4 Distribution: Decision making and purchasing models, case Laurea UAS
Purchasing models and decision making processes in Laurea University of Applied Sciences
have been researched by conducting interviews among Laurea staff. Based on the interviews
of the Development Manager at Laurea (2012) and the Director of Kerava Campus (2012),
decision making process of e-learning tools has been described in picture 9 accordingly. It
should be noted that this particular decision making process is applicable only in the sample
University of Applied Sciences, and also when an e-learning product or service is purchased to
the entire University of Applied Sciences (when competitive bidding is required by the law).
Campuses can also make their own purchases, when the procurement is monetarily small or
the campus is testing devices or software before applying them to the entire University.
(Development Manager at Laurea 2012; Director of Laurea University of Applied Science
Kerava Campus 2012) In the case of an institution in Finland, to understand the specific
features of the market entry is one of the key issues any company looking to enter this
market needs to address with care. For any larger purchase the only channel is to go through
competitive bidding. Laurea University of Applied Sciences process can be seen in more detail
in Picture 9.
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Picture 9 E-learning procurement process in Laurea University of Applied Sciences (based on
interviews of the Development Manager at Laurea 2012; Director of Laurea University of
Applied Sciences Kerava Campus 2012)
The procurement process begins from monitoring the markets and evaluating the needs of a
new service or device, which is mainly conducted on an individual level by the IT personnel as
well as by the development personnel at the Laurea University of the Applied Sciences.
According to the Development Manager at Laurea (2012) this is in practice done constantly in
order to find new solutions, which could be applied or tested at Laurea University of Applied
Sciences. The follow up is in referred to in this context of having an understanding of the
development and to find out if devices or software could be used in Laurea for educational
purposes or are they sold for other usages. The need for a new service or device to the
learning is usually generated from the users, which is based on needs. Sometimes the
University of Applied Science may think that the development should be taken into a certain
direction such as mobile learning, when the need is generated from the concentrated decision
to follow the development of the society.
In the next phase the management of the University assigns the task of competitive bidding
process to an individual or to a process group consisting of the Development Manager,
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representative of the IT department, a teacher and possibly a student participant. Conducting
the evaluation matrix is a tool to define, what features a product or a service must include
and gives each attribute points to compare the product or the service to able the comparison
of the bids. From the University of Applied Science’s viewpoint the service provider should
have pedagogical knowledge to understand, how the services are applicable to teaching and
studying environments. The evaluation matrix varies depending on the type of service under
procurement. The competitive bidding is restricted by the procurement law in Finland, which
gives the boundaries to the bidder as well as the University. (Development Manager at Laurea
2012; Director of Laurea University of Applied Sciences Kerava Campus 2012)
5.5 Market trends and key success factors
Hintikka and Rongas (2010, 27-36) present aspects they see as trends in e-learning. First one
of them is the transformation of the entire operating environment of businesses. When the
traditional production and distribution channels are longer valid, the company needs to adapt
to the new existing environment, where e.g. the producer works in an intersection of
subcontractors, brokers and different communities. (Hintikka & Rongas 2010, 4-10) They see
that the distribution channels become shorter and buyers and users start communicating with
each other even more and not only with sales personnel for further information on the
product or service provided to gain the second opinion. The business environment will also
change, when the buyers and users produce other similar but free of charge products and
services to the market and continue to produce e.g. additions or providing functions to the
free service that requires payment in some way. These services or products can be of specific
information such as Oxford Analytical or Factiva business data. “In principle business thinking
in the current situation cannot start from the traditional way from the actual information,
instead business thinking should start from packaging the information; how it is assembled,
what tools are required to produce the information, what are the additional and supportive
services as well as how to distribute it to the correct target”. (Translated from Hintikka &
Rongas 2010, 28) Commons will also have an important role in the future of providing free
services and cannot be dismissed as one source of e-learning development and trend.

Everything, including distribution and marketing, can be conducted online. Bill Lee (2012)
suggests in his blog at the Howard Business Review blog network that as traditional marketing
is no longer influencing customers, it is vital that the companies will take actions in peer
influence-based community orientated marketing. He has argued that social networks such as
Facebook and Twitter will become more influential in marketing. Social media creates a
network of friends in which the networks are cross each other. Starting marketing activities
from the people that are close to you and using their references in social media, it is possible
to create a community in, which the participants share their experiences of the service /
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product offered by the company. In the case of Babahh Education service, this simple model
can be used through Laurea University of Applied Sciences networks in social media. After a
few rounds of testing, planning, adaptation and modification, the users, who have been part
of the testing (teachers, students, decision makers) could be used as references of the service
and start talking about it in social networks. As Lee has presented, a service or product in
question must first find the customer’s influencers, which in this case would be the students
and the teachers, especially those that have already been using the service. Secondly the
company should help the influencers build social capital. Lastly the company needs to get the
customer advocates involved in the solution. The Universities of Applied Sciences in Finland
are filled with IT orientated students, who wish to be part of developing services. To get
them to become advocates and developers is something to be addressed closely and with care
when approaching the marketing from a different angle. (Lee 2012) Senior Lecturer at Laurea
addresses this same issue by creating a demand for a product or service. (Senior Lecturer at
Laurea 2012)
Hintikka and Rongas (2010, 15-63) also see that the importance of the free services at the elearning market will increase. Human interaction and co-operation are enabled through social
media and blended learning supported technologies. These technologies also provide such
functions that would be hard or even impossible to implement to education in any other way.
Social aspect to learning also means that the education platforms should be accessible with
all devices, also mobile devices. The information must be available for alteration (wiki
applications), modification of documents by multiple users simultaneously; adding material in
different media forms is a prerequisite in future e-learning environments. Development of
social network integration to the platforms will also become increasingly important. This is
already a reality as some teachers have taken into use the social media applications and other
free services such as google drive and uses them in teaching. (Hintikka & Rongas 2010, 15-32;
Hall 2009) Hall (2009) compresses the development in five guidelines that are mobile
learning, do-it-yourself (DIY) learning, flexible learning environments, virtual worlds and
games and simulations. The environments should provide “more collaborative, modern mashup features that combine search, formal and informal learning assets, training plans,
comments, tagging and rating”.
Privacy must be discussed, when evaluating key success factors. According to the study
conducted by Borcea-Pfitzmann and Stange (2007, 3-7) in Europe, 74% of the respondents
were either somewhat or very concerned of their privacy, when using online services. In a
separate research conducted in the USA (by Westin & Harris and referred by BorceaPfitzmann & Stange 2007, 5) shows even higher numbers regarding the concern on privacy,
81%. Even though organisations such as OECD (the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
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and Development) and European Union provide guidelines and directives in handling sensitive,
personal data, it doesn't necessarily transfer to trust among the users. For e-learning services
and products this dilemma of sharing your work, collaboration and to develop is important.
Defining what information e-learning environment needs in order to work in an optimal
matter. (Borcea-Pfitzmann & Stange 2007, 3-9)
In Laurea University of Applied Sciences the future of e-learning is heavily influenced by the
FUAS alliance, which has had a major influence on the 2013 curriculum, when the curriculum
changed to modules instead of traditional course structured studies. In practice, a student in
another FUAS alliance school may choose a module from any other school to be part of one’s
degree. (Director of Laurea University of Applied Sciences Kerava Campus 2012) The
development of e-learning services will begin from transferring the degree programs to the
virtual environment after which the services will be viewed to meet the needs. (Development
Manager at Laurea 2012) One of the major trends in e-learning services is to lower the
amount of services used by the schools, which is also done in Laurea University of Applied
Sciences, where there are currently several different services used to answer different needs.
(Development Manager at Laurea 2012)
Good material handling will have an important role in the future, caused by the changes in
required information and how it is acquired. (Director of Laurea University of Applied
Sciences Kerava Campus 2012) Therefore it has been vital to have a portal to share the
information in a classified manner. The clarity of the service is greatly dependent on how the
teacher organizes the folders and the students are not able to customize the information
structures in the order that would be most convenient to them. The importance of material
sharing can be seen from the figure 7, which shows the average amount of users per day in
the Optima service.
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Figure 7 Users of Optima platform in 2011-2012 (modified from Development Manager 2012)
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Finland has been at the top in each category of Pisa research during the entire time the
research has been conducted. The research also shows a negative change in learning. (OECD
Publishing 2010, 6-12) The change has encouraged the Finnish government as well as the
Finnish Ministry of Education and Culture to establish the Ubiquitous Information Society
Advisory Board to set strategic policies and actions with which the use of ICT could be used
more at all levels of education. One of the issues the Ubiquitous Information Society Advisory
Board has defined as one of the key issues is the operational culture and leadership.
(Ubiquitous Information Society Advisory Board, 32 and Haaparanta, Tissari & CICERO Learning
-verkoston asiantuntijat 2010, 12)
According to The Ubiquitous Information Society Advisory Board (2010, 32-33), the change in
the operational culture should include:


improvement of teachers co-operation and collaboration



the schools need to apply ICT locally as part of the curriculum



train all parties (staff) with the possibilities and benefits that ICT offers in educational
context



educate the decision makers and school management with the possibilities of ICT in
education



educating the school management about the change management

The listing emphasises education, collaboration, communication and leadership in all levels of
education in order to be able to apply ICT to become a part of everyday school work.
Leadership is an art itself, which requires training. When the change is lead correctly, it is
likely to increase communication and feedback as well as increase productivity and work
motivation, when people whom the change influences, are not felt powerless and have been
included in the change. Kottler (2007, 96-103) and Delton (1996, 3-6) discuss the change
leadership in a different matter. From the table 3 comparing the two approaches, it is
inevitable that the change leadership is in vital importance in the process. It addresses all
necessary issues related to applying ICT into everyday school work: education/ knowledge,
collaboration and communication. By empowering good management, the educational staff
will know about the change, become part of it, accept and adapt the change. Collaboration
should also be considered in business and network co-operation context. (Ubiquitous
Information Society Advisory Board 2010, 34)
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DENTON

KOTTLER

1 Define, what you are trying to do

Establish a sense of urgency

2

Form a powefull quiding coalition

3

Create trust and make the change important
Create a vision
to yourself and the organisation

4
5

Communicate the vision
Find followers that support and spread the
goodness of the change

6
7
8

Empower other to act on the vision
Plan and crate short term wins

Measure and monitor the change

Consolidate improvements and proceed still to
the change
Institutionalize new approches

Table 3 Leading change Denton (1996, 3-6) vs Kottler (2007, 96-103)
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6 User research and service testing
User and customer research and service testing has been conducted in 2012 among Laurea
University of Applied sciences students and a teacher user in order to find out the following
key issues defined by Babahh Media Plc and Dragees Plc.


Analyse usability and the user needs in Finland.



Testing the service in the Finland to be able to customise the existing products and
services.



To receive feedback from both teachers and students.



To collect development suggestions and recommendations for service development.

6.1 Basics of the research
A user test was conducted to the Babahh Education service with a teacher on 8.10.2012 at
11:30-12:30. The test was conducted at Laurea University of Applied Sciences premises, using
the teacher's own laptop and Laurea's Wi-Fi network, which functioned at the costumed level
during the test. Before the test, the researcher introduced the service to the user through the
service description provided by Babahh Media Plc found from appendix 1. Before the test
began, the user was also provided the implementation instruction constructed and provided
by Babahh Media Plc to be able to use the portal as it has been designed to. These
instructions can be found in appendix 5.
After the introduction and providing the teacher user all the knowledge required to add a
recorded lecture to the service portal, the teacher user was requested to carry out the task.
The task for the user was to add a pre-recorded lecture held on 19.9.2012 using a separate
service, Adobe Connect, to the Babahh service. In the test situation the user was suggested to
speak out her thoughts, while familiarizing and taking the service into use, to find more indepth understanding of her thoughts and perceptions. The observer took notes and
occasionally asked specific and precise situation related questions while the test was
undergoing (e.g. why did you choose to click here, how are you feeling at this point happy or
frustrated etc.). After completing the task to insert the course to the Babahh Education
service, the teacher user was interviewed on her experiences from the tested service (the
beta version). She was also interviewed on issues related to the feasibility and interest of the
Babahh Education service and concept in more general, using a semi-structured interview,
which is based on the method of six thinking hats by E. De Bono. The questions were used as a
guide in the interview, and can be found from the appendix 6.
The second user test was conducted among student users from two slightly different groups.
The first group (4 users) were BBA (Bachelor of Business and Administration) students, which
also took part in the class held on 19.9.2012 using Adobe Connect. These students were first
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year students, aged 33-51. The second group (3 users) were MBA students (Mater of Business
and Administration), who have been studying user-centered design including modules such as
concept design and business models. The MBA students were halfway through their studies,
aged 30-38.
The students were requested to conduct the test from home, using their own computers and
internet connections to provide more realistic scenario. The students were provided with the
same description of the Babahh Education service as the teacher user. After familiarizing
themselves with the service description, the students were requested to go to the service
website at http://education.babahh.com and to look for the class in which they participated
in 19.9.2012. While visiting the website, the students were requested to pay special attention
to the below mentioned topics.


Visualization of the service



Usability



Is the service interesting, do I find it useful for my use?



How can the service be made more interesting?

To find the correct lecture broadcast, the students needed to go from the service front page
to the second page of the listed lectures, which was possible only by scrolling down the page
and clicking the next page arrow. The lecture to be found was called “Tuotteistaminen ja
Kaupallistaminen 19.9.2012”. After finding the lecture the students needed to insert a
password they had been provided in the introduction. After inserting the password (defined
by the teacher), students could see the recorded lecture, which automatically connected to
Adobe Connect service. Picture 10 shows the layout of how the service showed the prerecorded class.
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Picture 10 Pre-recorded class, which the students were instructed to find, sign in and access.
(Babahh Education 2012)
After the students had found the correct class, they were requested to fill in a short
questionnaire at http://freeonlinesurveys.com/ where the BBA and MBA students had
separate questionnaires in order to be able to compare the results and comments. The
questionnaire can be found as a whole from the appendix 7.
6.2 User needs, requirements, main features and attributes
To map requirements and needs of the student users they were asked to scale the importance
of different features regarding e-learning services. Usability and functioning connection were
considered as the most important features of an e-learning service. They also required high
professionalism from the teacher, which was considered among the single most important
features when using e-learning environments. Other issues which students required were good
usability and easy to use the general amount of tools and functions added to the service
(which would decrease the total amount of separate tools). Other different features and their
importance for students have been summarized in table 4.
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Very

Somewhat

important

important

1

2

5

1

1

3

2

2

Interactivity

2

3

2

Possibility to customization

1

1

4

1

1

4

1

1

Can not say
3

Somewhat
meaningless

Meaningless

4

5

Number of different tools and functions (e.g.
chat, voting function, attaching files, linking
etc.)
Usability / easy to use

7

Linking outside sources such as social media
or internet pages during a virtual class session

Layout of the service, positioning different
functions to the screen, design (pictures,
figures and tables)
Functioning connection

7

Teacher's professionalism

5

2

Table 4 Importance of different e-learning attributes which are important for the students.
The research also showed that the students also use online course and lecture services
outside the studied degree programme, which can be found from the general interest of the
studied users in following courses or single classes online. Five out of seven replied students
showed interest in online education as presented in figure 8.

2
yes
no
5

Figure 8 Interest of the students to follow courses or lectures online in general
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6.3 Prior experience and knowledge on e-learning
The teacher participating in the user test possesses six years’ experience in teaching. She
constantly has a virtual course going on, and holds a comprehensive experience of teaching a
traditional class as well as vast experience from using all provided tools in different ways in
all teaching environments. The teacher user has also used material handling service Optima
to share pre-recorded 1-2 minutes introduction videos for students, which have been
available on the platform. Adobe Connect is currently used by the teacher user as it is
provided by the school.
The students that participated in user test were all students at Laurea University of Applied
Sciences either for BBA or MBA degree. 7 students replied to the questionnaire designed to
get feedback from the users regarding the service and its concept. 4 students were male and
3 female. Students had prior experience in using features such as videos and slides for
educational purposes. The most common video and slide source was YouTube (6/7 used for
educational purpose), share point (1/7 students had used this service), slide share (1/7
students had used this service) and TED (1/7 students had used this service). Users had also
used several different e-learning tools that are listed below, the number of students that
have used the particular service is in brackets behind each service.


Optima (7)



Adobe Connect (4)



My Net (Haaga-Helia platform) (2), Moodle (2)



Webbex (1), Blog (1)

6.3.1 Results from the user test and the service testing
The first impression of the service was contradictory. Some students found the service
interesting, good, okay, or clear. On the other hand 6 out of 7 students also mentioned some
negative features. The students found the tool bar complicated and requested it could change
colour accordingly, when you go to another page. This would ease the navigation by enabling
the user to know, what page one is on. Some students also found the service confusing and
hard to perceive, which caused users problems in finding the course they were assigned to
look for. Heterogeneous material and the narrow selection were also considered as negative
features of the Babahh Education service. One of the students also raised a question for what
reason this service was for.
For the teacher user the first impression was more positive. The front page was intriguing for
the teacher user, who found it visually good and clear. Due to the image received from the
front page, the teacher user would have anticipated the heavier structure on the second level
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to appear better. Picture 11 presents the front page of the Babahh Education service, which
received positive and negative feedback from the user groups.

Picture 11 Front page of the Babahh Education service when the user tests were conducted
(Babahh Education 2012)

Students were requested to assess the Babahh Education service from a usability viewpoint,
when the results were divided as presented in figure 9. The most positive feedback was
received from finding the classes. Also the clarity and logic as well as general usability was
good as per the students’ opinion. The greatest differences were in transmitting the idea of
the service to the users, where 2 students found the idea really clear, 2 students somewhat
agreed, 2 students found the idea more or less blurry and 1 student thought that the idea did
not transmit from the web pages.
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1 I fully agree

2 I somewhat agree

3 I somewhat disagree

4 I fully disagree

5
4
4
3

3

3

3

3
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
1

1

1

1
0
Classes were easy The service was The service was in
to find
clear and logical general easy to
use

The service
seemed to
function good
technically

The idea of the
service was
transmitted
clearly from the
company's web
pages

Figure 9 Usability of Babahh Education from the students’ viewpoint.
The teacher user was assigned to test the usability on, how it was to add a lecture to the
portal, which was considered to be the teacher user’s main function at the beta version of
this service. The teacher was able to find the correct place to add the lecture fairly easily,
but struggled with the large number of provided alternatives. The service gave a choice of
“edit” after each text line and included alternatives to “edit” associated courses, associated
lectures and associated schools, which caused questions during the test situation. According
to the teacher these multiple “edit “options, would be especially require the company to
educate the users on, how the service functions (especially teachers). In the test situation the
adding of an own broadcast was not a straight forward execution, but rather an event with
many questions. In the interview the teacher commented that she would have liked the
system to communicate and guide the user more and to make faulty entries impossible. The
site did not guide the user automatically to fill different sections correctly (such as what are
the password requirements) and did not assist in finding the sections you were looking for.
The teacher user also commented that the service should not require any separate set of
introductions on how to use the service. This should be integrated to the service. Picture 12
presents one screen view in which usage and intended function was unclear for the user.
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Picture 12 Different alternatives which usage and functions were unclear for the teacher
user. (Babahh Education 2012)
When asked if the service was logical and easy to use, the teacher user made a remark that
to be able to use the service efficiently there should be a special training session for the staff
how the service actually works. According to the teacher user these kinds of training sessions
have been arranged e.g. for the use of Adobe Connect. Another usability issue was noted;
when the teacher user was trying to view the broadcast (the pre-recorded lecture) one had
just added, the service notified in the middle of the screen “file not found or not playable”.
It took the user a long time to point a small text circled red in the below picture 13, which
stated “for broadcasting please open the caster: open caster”. The service also had following
the errors.


When the teacher user was viewing the lecture that had been added to the service,
the service announced an error. After a retry, the service functioned as intended.



A few times the service informed “stream server not found, unavailable or unable to
connect! Please wait, try again, or send us descriptive note to
support@streambuffet.com. Thank you for your patience.”

Picture 13 Finding certain functions from the screen had been made hard to find.
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Students were asked how interesting they found the service itself after familiarizing with it.
Five out of seven students found the service somewhat useful as an additional service in
studying for the degree as well as an additional service for Laurea to create a single entry to
all Laurea services. Four students out of seven also find Babahh Education service as a
possible channel to find out additional courses e.g. for leisure time. Four students out of
seven also considered the tested service to be an alternative location for all pre-recorded
classes and therefore act as a lecture bank. The replies can be found in more detail in figure
10.
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1 Very useful

2 Somewhat useful

3 Somewhat meaningless

5

4 Meaningless
5

5
4

4

4
3
2
2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
0
additional service in possibility to find out additional service for additional service for
studying for the degree additional courses e.g. Laurea where all virtual Laurea, which would
during free time
classes can be saved create one portal for
(recorded sessions)
attending classes
Figure 10 Interest of the students to the current service in different situations.
For the teacher user, the service is potentially interesting and recommendable to Laurea
University of Applied Science after some major developments. According to the teacher, the
current service does not add any value and therefore does not meet the University of Applied
Science needs.
Figure 11 presents the students willingness to pay for the Babahh Education service in
different situations. The question was formulated for a respondent to be able to choose more
than one alternative. Based on the replies, only one student was willing to pay for lectures
and courses that were related to the current degree. A majority (4/7) of the students were
not willing to pay for the service in any mentioned situation. When asked about the price,
students that were willing to pay for the service had an extensive range from 5, 00 EUR onetime payment, 9, 90 EUR/month to 7, 00 EUR/ class. As presented in figure 11, four students
would not pay additional fee to which one reason could be that in Finland the education is
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free of charge, meaning that students are entitled to have all classes for free without
additional costs after they have been accepted into the programme. This includes exceptions
such as books, and specialised equipment of which the students are informed beforehand,
which is a normal procedure in some higher education programs such as Interior Design and
other higher education design programs.
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3
2

2

2
1

1
0
Yes, from lectures / Yes, from lectures / Yes, from lectures / No, I am not willing
courses, that are
courses, that are
courses, that
to pay from any
part of the degree I part of e.g. further interest me due to lectures / courses
am studying
education
my hobbies or other
fee time activities
Figure 11 Willingness of the students to pay for the service in different situations.
The unwillingness to pay for the service was notable also when asked about the service
concept itself. The Bachelor students mainly found the service concept either excellent (1
reply) or good (4 replies). The Master students were more critical regarding the service
concept. Two students found it moderate and one poor. Students commented on their
responses, where it is inevitable that the MBA students were in this matter more critical as
well. Students commented the concept as presented below.
“The service could be applied to some educational purposes.”
“I am wondering how this could be commercialized, as the studying is free for the students.
We already have services at the market, so the service should be really good in order to
succeed.”
“This doesn't bring anything new or additional value. This doesn't differentiate from other
similar services. What is the core and angle remains blurry.”
Students were also requested to define, what positive or negative feelings the service
triggered in them. The BBA students’ feelings were positive. They liked the idea of freedom
in studies and the general idea, if the service could be used e.g. as a platform for information
search. BBA students also defined some negative feelings, in which one of the students
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mentioned that one was not able to find the correct class right away. Negativity was similarly
caused by additional framing of the video, which caused the used to scroll the box back and
forth. The MBA students’ feelings were mainly on the negative side, which was caused by the
uncertainty and frustration caused by the below listed issues.


what is the purpose of the site



how should the user search for the information



slim selection of courses and classes



empty links

One of the students felt slightly frustrated that the “about” section did not have any
company information or did not explain the service.
For the teacher user the most positive aspect was the development possibilities that can be
seen from the beta version of the service and the good visualization of the site. During the
test situation there were still some technical problems that caused disturbance and effected
a relatively large amount of negative feedback.
6.3.2 Improvement ideas generated by the users
The user test brought up some matters that the teacher and students users would develop in
the service and the concept. They would improve some usability issues by making search tools
on the site more diverse. As this is a new service, the users would also add a description of
the service to the front page for easy access information. Allowing the video from Adobe
Connect to show as a whole e.g. by opening a separate window in which there would not be
such a heavy framing as it was during the test situation and improve the quality of the
broadcast. During the test the video had a mosaic like picture quality.
The teacher user also faced usability problems in the user test. The unclear instructions as
well as the lack of guidance at the service portal caused severe problems. The service must
communicate more with the user to decrease the amount of efforts and energy required from
the users to implement simple tasks.
Students would market the service and they would clarify the name of the service to describe
the service more. The name was considered to be hard to remember and to pronounce. The
requirements of the students was to have a large variety of available material in the service.
One of the students would like to have a conversation area where students and other teachers
could comment on the lecture. Students would have also preferred an alternative way to sign
in to the service by using their own name (separate registration to the site).
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The teacher user would have developed the service by adding features that support teaching.
One of these would be adding a possibility to share different kinds of material to the students
while using Adobe Connect as a base for the virtual classroom. In this idea the service would
allow to “leave the papers on the desk”, as you could during a normal class, when the student
would go to lunch or break. The value would be in having just one system for virtual courses
that able the virtual lecture as well as material handling (sharing articles, slides, videos etc.
to the class). The service would also act as a material bank, which would include linking
articles for sharing to the entire class. These issues could enable the school to shift to a one
single system instead of many to fit the needs of the Universities of Applied Sciences in the
future. The prerequisite of this type of service are security, good structures, easy to use and
liability. One important aspect in development of the service is to provide detailed
instructions in a form that gives the user simple commands: first, press this, then this--. Also
improvement of the site’s communication with the user is crucial to avoid confusion.
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7 Conclusions
Ballad Living Labs for digital services project has provided the sister companies Babahh Media
Plc and Dragees Plc a channel to test their new service Babahh Education in the intended
market and among the intended users. The Babahh Education service has been planned to be
an educational portal, which would be sold to higher educational institutions in Finland.
The market research shows that there is an increasing need for several e-learning products
and services, which can be seen for example from the estimated increase in expenditures.
The purchases included equipment, broadband, large variety of services, training, research
and development, as well as material. In Finland the largest segment are content production,
learning billets and material followed by service and development of e-learning platforms,
which add up to 43% of the entire 248 MEUR estimated market. In general the Finnish market
for e-learning is already developed. There are a large number of different national and
international products and services available, which are empowered by the high knowhow of
IT sector and the high level of pedagogical knowhow. The combination of these two sectors
has created strong national companies of different sizes that export their products and
services into the international market e.g. through export programmes such as Future
Learning Finland.
Competitive bidding is mandatory for all higher educational institutions, Universities and
Universities of Applied Sciences, which must be taken into account when planning to enter a
market of this nature. This procedure is based on law and is therefore highly respected by the
institutions. For a new service this might become challenging when competing against other
product or service providers more accustomed to this type of procedures. For a service or a
product to succeed in the demanding Finnish e-learning market, the management needs to
comprehend the changed operating environment, where traditional production and
distribution channels are no longer valid, where users become producers and internet
distributes the services. Also marketing has changed through social media, which can boost a
product or a service to success or even destroy it. The products and services need to be
social, information should be available for alteration, ability to use different forms of media
and free services are some trends for a company in e.-learning to be considered. Privacy and
usability have become more prerequisite for all e-learning products and services.
In the user tests the student users and teacher user were assigned different tasks from which
several issues rose. The users saw potential in the service but also stated that at this point of
development it would not bring any additional value to them or the Laurea University of
Applied Science. Especially several technical problems caused frustrations among the users
creating a large number of valuable feedback to Babahh Media Plc and Dragees Plc. Market
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research and user analysis show that in creating a profitable business, the basic concept
needs to be addressed in more detail. For users it was unclear for what use is this service has
been made to and which needs do it meat. The service concept itself is therefore the first
starting point for the progress of technological development, adding of features and testing
of the service in a new user test. Substantially development towards more versatile education
platform would create interest among potential clientele and users. It has potential to create
value in the following ways.


The service can be used during free time to broadcast your own lectures or to watch
gurus of different fields to give lectures, but there needs to be a large amount of
courses offered through the portal.



The service could be used in adult education or in specialisation studies but it needs
to be more versatile.



The service can act as a space where you can go to and search for material and
information but requires the infrastructure to do that.



The service could be acting as a material bank and replace currently used Optima
platform which has not yet been developed into the service.



The usability of the service and technical performances (video quality, framing,
errors etc.) must be improved before any further testing and value creation for the
customers and users can be further on tested.

The Babahh Media Plc needs to view their service based on what criteria makes an e-learning
service successful in the future. The service meets the high demands in the following area:
usability, service liability, cost and privacy, which will form a corner stone in concept design.
The management should consider:


What are we selling?



To whom are we selling the service to?



What additional value are we producing to the customer?



What makes the service different from the competition?

(Sammallahti 2009, 5-49)
To support the service concept of Babahh Education, Babahh Media Plc should also view their
business model in regards to the new business that they are building. One way is to follow the
model of Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010, 14-45 and 200-211) for further guidance. They view
the business through customer segments, value proportion, channels, customer relationships,
revenue streams, key resources, key activities, key partnerships and cost structure. By
assessing the business model in this respect, the company would also need to view the
different forces influencing the business such as trends, market forces, macro-economic
forces and industry forces.
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Appendix 1

Appendix 1 Interview, Development Manager e-learning (OPTIMA Main user), Laurea University
of Applied Sciences
PROCUREMENT PROCESSES
 What is the first step which needs to be taken when starting to plan for a new elearning service? From where does the process begin?
o How does the process advance from the starting point? (stages of the process)
ACQUISITIONS
 How the comparison of different services and competitive bidding are done in Laurea
University of Applied Sciences?
o Whose responsibility this is?
o What is the role of IT support in the competitive bidding and service
comparison?
 Which parties take part in the decision making process when a new product or service
is acquired?
o What is the role of Campus Directors in the decision making process?
o Do you personally make suggestions or decisions in the acquisition of new
products or services? What about in testing the services?
o Do teachers or other staff members have possibilities’ to influence in the
acquisitions of e-learning products / services?
o Does city and municipality have a role in the acquisitions?
 How does procurement legislation affect the acquisition process?
 What other issues influence on the procurement of e-learning products and services?
CURRENT E-LEARNING TOOLS AND THEIR USE
 What different web based tools are currently used in Laurea University of Applied
Science to promote?
o What are the uses of these services in e-learning?
o How active is the use of these services?
 Do you have experience in using broadcasting service in the educational context?
What kind of experiences?
o How essential these services are?
o What is the role of Adobe Connect in e-learning?
COST GENERATION
 From where costs are generated in different services e.g. from Adobe Connect and
Optima?
 Is it possible to influence the cost generation in the acquisition process?
USABILITY
 Due to your job description you have probably received lots of feedback on the
usability and functionality of different e-learning tools (biggest problems and best
features)
o What kind of feedback have you received from the students?
o What kind of feedback have you received from the teachers?
o What kind of feedback have you received from those liable for procurement?
Have the acquisitions been of positive nature?
 What significance usability has in acquiring different e-learning tools?
o Are user test done prior the acquisition? Why?
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In your opinion, should usability been paid more attention to in Laurea? Why?

VIRTUAL LEARNING DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY IN LAUREA UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES – INTERNATIONALISATION
STRATEGY







Laurea’s virtual learning development strategy addresses increasing of e-learning in
all campuses and training programmes
o What are, in your opinion, the main prerequisites to this development?
o What is role free services will have in the near future (strategy for years
2012-2015)? (MIT Open Courseware, different online degrees)
Export of education and ”creating of vast product portfolio”
o What would these product portfolios consist of?
o Would these products be a free of charge or against payment?
o How does the export of education benefit Laurea University of Applied
Sciences?
Laurea strategy also mentions the RDI (research, development, innovation) of elearning and how it will be integrated to Learning by Developing (LbD) methods. What
kind of research, development, and innovation does the strategy refer to?

FUTURE
 What kind of future plans in regards of different e-learning tools does Laurea
currently have?
o Will the number of services / application increase?
o Is the focus of development going to be more in developing the old services
and technologies or in acquiring and extending the portfolio to new products
and services as well as to new product/service providers? (free services and
acquired services)
o Are there new e-learning tools and concepts under development or are they
actively searched for?
 What different functions / features are currently missing from Laurea’s e-learning
portfolio?
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Appendix 2 Interview, Senior Lecturer, Laurea University of Applied Sciences
BUILDING ELECTRONIC MARKETS IN THE CONTEXT OF UNIVERSITIES OF APPLIED SCIENCES
 What are the current markets of e-learning solutions like at higher educational
institutions? Can you estimate today’s market size?
o What are the future prospects and the size of the market?
 What are the trends of this business field in higher education context?
 What are the key competences of service providers and producers of goods?
o How would you describe the productivity at this busienss field?
 What are the key concept issues at the e-learning markets?
 What issues / features can provide additional value to the product or service, when
considering Universities of Applied Science’s virtual learning
 What is the importance of usability in e-learning solutions?
 How virtuaaliAMK (virtual University of Applied Sciences) and virtual University have
influenced e-learning and its development in Finland?
IMPORTANCE AND DEVELOPMENT OF VIRTUAL LEARNING IN LAUREA UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES
 How important role virtual learning has in Universities of Applied Science’s and why?
 Has the amount and importance of classroom teaching decreased? Why?
 What are the most significant evolutions within the past five years in e-learning at
Laurea University of Applied Sciences
 What are the major advantages and disadvantages of e-learning?
 What are the most important features of the e-learning tools used?
 How e-learning should be developed in Laurea University of Applied Sciences?
o Have there been enough efforts made to the development activities?
o What different functionalities you consider are missing from Laurea University
of Applied Science’s e-learning tools today?
 Should e-learning research, development and piloting be more concentrated in
Laurea? How could the school benefit from this and what disadvantages this might
bring?
E-LEARNING IN PRACTICE
 What is the role of the teacher in e-learning?
o How has the role of the teacher changed through e-learning?
 How actively you used different e-learning tools in teaching?
o Have you thought any online courses? What have been your experiences?
 Have you used broadcasting services (e.g. Adobe Connect or others) in teaching?
o What kind of experiences do you have from them?
o What have the students commented on Adobe Connect?
 Do teachers participate in the decision making process of acquiring of e-learning tools
FUTURE AND STRATEGY OF LAUREA UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES
 Laurea’s virtual learning development strategy addresses increasing of e-learning in
all campuses and training programmes
o What are, in your opinion, the main prerequisites to this development?
o What is role free services will have in the near future (strategy for years
2012-2015)? (MIT Open Courseware, different online degrees)
 What could Laurea University of Applied Sciences learn from the free services?
o How do the free services benefit Laurea University of Applied Sciences?
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Export of education and ”creating of vast product portfolio”
o What would these product portfolios consist of?
o How does the export of education benefit Laurea University of Applied
Sciences?
Laurea strategy also mentions the RDI (research, development, innovation) of elearning and how it will be integrated to Learning by Developing (LbD) methods. What
kind of research, development, and innovation does the strategy refer to?
How different co-operations and alliances (e.g. FUAS alliance) effect the
development of Laurea’s e-learning tools?
Do you find it possible to switch over to such higher education programs in, which
everything is conducted sole in a virtual environment?
o Is this worth of pursuing?
The internationalisation strategy of Laurea University of Applied Sciences (which also
addresses virtual learning) reaches until 2015. What does Laurea’s e-learning look like
in 2020?
o How will Laurea University of Applied Sciences aims to meet the competition?
How is this done in concrete?
How will learning change?
o in the means of infrastructural issues such as tools and premises?
o in the means of teaching methods?
o substance wise?
Have degrees changed in some way?
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Appendix 3 Interview, Director of Laurea University of Applied Sciences Kerava Campus
ACQUISITIONS
 Which parties take part in the decision making process when a new product or service
is acquired?
o What is your role in the acquiring and development of new e-learning
products and/ or services?
 How does procurement legislation affect the acquisition process?
o Are there any other legislative restrictions on the procurement of e-learning
products and services?
IMPORTANCE AND DEVELOPMENT OF VIRTUAL LEARNING IN LAUREA UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES
 How important role virtual learning has in Laurea University of Applied Science and
why?
 Has the amount and importance of classroom teaching decreased? Why?
 What are the most important reasons to develop e-learning services?
 What are the most significant evolutions within the past five years in e-learning at
Laurea University of Applied Sciences?
 What are the current trends in e-learning?
 What are the major advantages and disadvantages of e-learning?
 What are the most important features of the e-learning tools used?
 How e-learning should be developed in Laurea University of Applied Sciences?
o Have there been enough efforts made to the development activities?
o What different functionalities you consider are missing from Laurea University
of Applied Science’s e-learning tools today?
 Should e-learning research, development and piloting be more concentrated in
Laurea? How could the school benefit from this and what disadvantages this might
bring?
FUTURE AND STRATEGY OF LAUREA UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES
 Laurea’s virtual learning development strategy addresses increasing of e-learning in
all campuses and training programmes
o What are, in your opinion, the main prerequisites to this development?
o What is role free services will have in the near future (strategy for years
2012-2015)? (MIT Open Courseware, different online degrees)
 What could Laurea University of Applied Sciences learn from the free services?
o How do the free services benefit Laurea University of Applied Sciences?
 Export of education and ”creating of vast product portfolio”
o What would these product portfolios consist of?
o How does the export of education benefit Laurea University of Applied
Sciences?
 Laurea strategy also mentions the RDI (research, development, innovation) of elearning and how it will be integrated to Learning by Developing (LbD) methods. What
kind of research, development, and innovation does the strategy refer to?
 How different co-operations and alliances (e.g. FUAS alliance) effect the
development of Laurea’s e-learning tools?
 Do you find it possible to switch over to such higher education programs in, which
everything is conducted sole in a virtual environment?
o Is this worth of pursuing?
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What kind of future plans in regards of different e-learning tools does Laurea
currently have?
o Will the number of services / application increase?
o Is the focus of development going to be more in developing the old services
and technologies or in acquiring and extending the portfolio to new products
and services as well as to new product/service providers? (free services and
acquired services)
o Are there new e-learning tools and concepts under development or are they
actively searched for?
What different functions / features are currently missing from Laurea’s e-learning
portfolio?
The internationalisation strategy of Laurea University of Applied Sciences (which also
addresses virtual learning) reaches until 2015. What does Laurea’s e-learning look like
in 2020?
o How will Laurea University of Applied Sciences aims to meet the competition?
How is this done in concrete?
How will learning change?
o in the means of infrastructural issues such as tools and premises?
o in the means of teaching methods?
o substance wise?
Have degrees changed in some way?
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Appendix 4 Babahh Education service description
Babahh Media Plc is an Estonian company providing a service of broadcasting and recording of
events (such as lectures) for different educational institutions called Babahh Education.
Dragees Plc is company providing development and technical support for the service. It is a
platform providing the basic tools for production in order to make the actual broadcast. To
have a virtual class with several sophisticated features, the service can be integrated with
third party software such as Adobe Connect. The service able an easy access to the classes
withers it is broadcasted via streambuffet server or through well sophisticated virtual
programs such as Adobe Connect as well as to watch the recorded classes. The live and
recorded classes may be found from the service web pages http://education.babahh.com.
Currently the service able a user to
 watch live classes via Babahh Education own production
 watch prerecorded classes (broadcasted via Adobe Connect or similar)
 educational portal
Currently there are also features that are under development. These features are
 recording of the events broadcast through the Babahh Education Streaming service
 linking outside sources such as web pages, or slide share material to the broadcast
 chat feature
The company is aiming to create an educational forum, where they can offer several courses
and lectures that can be
 free lectures, open to entire public audience (live and recorded)
 password protected lectures and courses
 lectures and courses that are charged a separate fee in a form of a ticket prior
entering the lecture or course
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Appendix 5 Interview with Mr Silver Laadago, Babahh Media Plc
ABOUT THE COMPANY
 Is Babahh Media and Dragees one company or partners?
 Please describe the current staff.
o What are their key responsibilities, and key competences?
 Does the company have prior experience working with educational institutions
o What feedback have you received from them?
 What are your key assets in competing the educational sector at this point?
o What additional competences do you, in your opinion need to allocate to be a
stronger player in the market?
 Please define your main strengths and weaknesses as a company?
 What is the company's reputation among
o competitors
o clients (current and potential)
o investors

CUSTOMERS AND MARKETS
 In what market are you competing in? What are your current markets?
 As per your current business strategy, who are your main customers and why?
o To whom are you selling your services at the moment? (e.g. What kind of
companies, non-profit organizations , size of the companies, clients' field of
business etc. please be as descriptive as possible)
 Please specify, why the choice of targeting your services to specificified as is?
(reasoning behind the segmentation)
 Have you studied your competition?
o Do you know KhanAcademy or iTunesU and do you know their service
concepts?

BUSINESS IDEA AND PROCESSES
 How was the current business model formed?
o Who took part into the forming?
o What managerial tools were used?
 How did the company come up with the current idea?
 Do you consider your service to be local, global or both?
 How is the sales operations organized?
 Who are your key partners and why?
 Have you tested the current business model? (why and how)
 Please describe your service process from the point when the customer comes in
contact with the service to the point when s/he does not consume the service?
o In which point of the service process the customer makes the purchase?

VALUES AND ETHICS
 What needs does your service meet?
 What special features does it have that will make it different from anything else that
is currently at the market?
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What added value can you produce to your clients today?
Do you feel that cultural aspects have influence on your business? Please explain why.
How does your operations respect and value individuals? (Customers and own staff)
Have you planned to address the growing trend of community thinking in today’s
business, meaning how do you create you community?
For what reason does the company exist now and in the future?

REVENUE AND COST STRUCTURE
 What are the most important costs inherent in this business?
 Which key resources and activities are most expensive?
 From where does the revenue generate?
 What is the price of the service which customers pay?

FUTURE PROSPECTS
 How do you think the markets will evolve in the future?
 How will the purchasing power of your current main focus group be affected by the
uncertain economic situation of EU? Are there any major threats or opportunities that
the unstable situation at Europe can reflect?
 How do you see your company to position itself in the future?
 What will be your strengths and weakness in the future at this current market area?
 What are you considering to be your main client group in 5 years – 10 years?
 What experiences do you as a company poses from international business and what
are your competences in this perspective?
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Appendix 6 Costs of some broadcasting services
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Appendix 7 List of different e-learning portals used in Universities of Applied Sciences in
Finland
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Appendix 8 Service instructions provided by Babahh Media Plc for teacher user test
1. To broadcast a lecture you have to register as a new user first or if you have a
Facebook account you can sign in with that as well.
2. After signing in a user menu will be shown where you can select „My Broadcasts“.
Then options for lectures, courses, lectors and schools will be shown. To add a
lecture you should select „My Broadcasts“ > „Lectures ”and then press a button
named „Add lecture“.
3. At first insert some general data about the lecture (name, description, date etc.) and
press „Save“.
4. After that you will be taken to the general lecture management page where all the
details about the lecture are shown. There various associations (with courses, lectors
and schools) and medias can be managed. Medias are mainly videos that can be
attached to the lecture so for example multiple videos (cameras) can be attached.
Medias can also be slideshows or links to another web page. In most of the cases only
one media is used and it is the video broadcast.
5. Then at least one media (video) has to be attached to the lecture. For that click „Add
new” button next to Media section. There are four different methods for media
6. Webcam - You can easily broadcast live using only your webcam and our simple built
in application for broadcasting. In addition you can use a more advanced free desktop
application Flash Media Live Encoder (FMLE) to have more control over quality.
7. Link or iframe to another web page - If you have a broadcast set up on another web
page already you can just add a link to this page or integrate it into Babahh Education
using iframe.
8. Flash video - If you have your own streaming server or file set up you can provide its
source to have our player to play it.
9. Embed code or script - You can freely add the embed code or script to integrate your
own player (or for example Youtube player) into Babahh Education.
10. After adding media to the lecture the lecture is ready to be made public. For that
press „Edit“ next to the lecture name and scroll down to „Public status“, set it public
and then save. Now the lecture is public and can be accessed by students.
11. If you want to associate the lecture with a course, lector or school (it would be easier
for students to find) then this can be made on the general lecture management page,
where all the associations can be edited. Courses, lectors and schools must be added
first. This can be done by clicking to user menu
12. my broadcasts > courses, lectors or schools and then clicking the „Add new“ button
just like with the lecture before. Then after adding course, lector or school go back
to general lecture management page and edit the associations.
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Appendix 9 Interview with the teacher user based on the method of six thinking hats by
DeBono (1985)
1. Instructing the teacher participating the test – BLUE hat
 what is the meaning of the test
 assessing usability from the implementation part and to collect ideas for
development of the service concept and usability
 Background questions prior the test
 How long have you acted as a teacher?
 How much do you teach virtual courses?
2. Facts – WHITE hat (objective, Facts and numbers: what information is available?
Defines facts)
 What did you actually saw? (concrete issues)
 Was there enough information available e.g. directions to start using the service?
 Was the service logical to you and easy to use?
 In your opinion, what was the service about? What is the service concept?
 Is the concept interesting to you as it currently is and why?
 What about after modifying and adding features?
3. Feelings – RED hat (Gut reactions, emotional feelings, intuitive)
 What was the top feeling that remained after the test situation?
 What kind of feelings did the visual part of the service rise?
 Did you feel during the test situation that the service can add value to the
teaching? What?
4. Negativity – BLACK hat (Flaws and barriers, finding mismatches)
 What kind of barriers and flaws did you find in the implementation and using
situation of this service?
 Which issues caused negative feelings within you regarding the service concept?
5. Positive - YELLOW – hat (Benefits and harmony)
 What positive thoughts do you have after the implementation and user test?
 What positive aspects did you find in the service concept?
 What benefits could this service bring to teaching and studying? Also, what
additional value could the service bring to the University of Applied Sciences?
6. Creativity – GREEN hat (provocation, investigation)
 In your opinion, how could this service be developed and how could it add more
value to the users?
 How could the service concept be improved?
 Is there potential in the service concept to be used during the free time e.g. in
broadcasting own lectures (not to any specific course/ own University related)?
 Does the service concept have potential to be used private education sector e.g.
in adult education and in specialization studies?
 What about in business world, e.g. in training of new employees, short courses?
7. Outcome of the interview and the test situation - BLUE hat (thinking about the the
thoughts themselves)
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Appendix 10 Questionnaire for student users
1. Sex and age
Male / Female
Age
2. Your own experience and interest on e-learning
- What virtual and/or internet based services have you used before either in school or
at work?
- What kind of experiences do you have from these services?
- Are you interested in following courses or lectures which are not part of the degree
you are studying towards?
3. In your opinion, what are the major challenges and problems in e-learning services?
4. Have you used (at school/work/free time) studying material available free of charge at the
internet in a form of videos and /or slide shows?
Yes / No.
If yes, please specify which service you used
5. Have you used following services for studying to your degree or self-education purposes
(free time studying usage)
Khan Academy
Slide Share
iTunesU
YouTube (or other broadcasting channel)
Other, what?
6. How important do see the following features in e-learning tools and services?
1
Very
im portant

2
Som ewhat
im portant

3
Can not say

4
Som ewhat
m eaningless

5
Meaningless

num ber of different tools and functions
(e.g. chat, v oting function, attaching files,
linking etc.)
Usability / easy to use
linking outside sources such as social m edia
or internet pages during a v irtual class
session
interactiv ity
possibility to custom ization
lay out of the serv ice, positioning different
functions to the screen, design (pictures,
figures and tables)
functioning connection
teacher's professionalism
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FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT THE BABAHH EDUCATION SERVICE

7. What was the first impression about the service?
8. What feelings and thoughts did the service generate in you?
Very positive
Somewhat positive
Somewhat negative
Very negative
What matters caused positive and/or negative feelings and thoughts?
9. In your opinion, what was the most positive issue in the service? What about most negative?
10. How would you asses the Babahh Education service's below mentioned usability issues?
1
I fully
agree

2
3
I
I
somewhat somewhat
agree
disagree

4
I fully
disagree

Classes were easy to find
The service was clear and logical
The service was in general easy to use
The service seemed to function good
technically
The idea of the service was transmitted
clearly from the company's web pages

11. In which things did you notice problems or illogicality in the service?
12. After familiarizing yourself with the service, how interesting did you find the service from
the following situations?
13. Why does the service interest you or not interest you?
Yes, from lectures / courses, that are part of the
degree I am studying
Yes, from lectures / courses, that are part of e.g.
further education
Yes, from lectures / courses, that interest me due
to my hobbies or other fee time activities
No, I am not willing to pay from any lectures /
courses

14. Would you be willing to pay for a service offering classes/courses online? (you may choose
more than one alternative)
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15. How much would you be ready to pay for an alternative to watch lectures/ courses online?
(Please state the price basis used e.g. EUR/lecture, EUR/course, EUR/month= unlimited
access)
16. In your opinion, could this service be used in Laurea University of Applied Sciences for
educational purposes? Why?
17. Is the service concept in your opinion?
Excellent
Good
Moderate
Poor
Why?
18. How could the Babahh Education service and/or service concept be developed?
19. Would you be interested in following courses online that are not part of the degree you
are currently studying?
Yes
No
20. What attributes does a good e-learning service have?
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